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THINKING OUT OF THE BOX 2004
A MAGNA CARTA
FOR INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS
Deadline Cannes 2004: The Business Of Film final article 
in our series on independent film finance addresses the many
fundamental changes that have taken place over the last 20 years.

GLOBAL TEAMS WITH 
NZ-BASED DAYBREAK
Peter Elson, President of Global Cinema Group, LLC
(Global), and the producing team Dale and Grant Bradley,
co-CEO’s of New Zealand-based financing and production
house Daybreak Pacific Ltd. (Daybreak), have entered into a
working partnership.

LONDON BOX OFFICE MONITOR
The chart offers a valuable perspective on the effective
release patterns for both major and independent pictures.
Not available this month.

THE BUSINESS DOLLAR CHART
Since 1982 it has tracked the fluctuation of the US dollar against
major currencies. For 2003 we have introduced 9 new currencies
and will be tracking the US Dollar against the Euro since
December 2001. Graph shows fluctuation of the US dollar
against the Euro from April 2003 to April 2004.

CANNES 2004 PRODUCT GUIDE
The Business Of Films Indispensable Guide 
To Films Available At The Market.
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For Cannes 2004, The Business of Film features focus on
five independent companies run by six individual
entrepreneurs as diverse in their background as the vision
and execution of their operations in the market place. The
six companies and executives –Cinetel Films: Paul
Hertzberg,: Hannibal Pictures Richard Rionda Del Castro,
Morgan Creek: James G Robinson, New Films
International: Nesim Hason, and Shoreline Films: Morris
Ruskin, Peter Davis Davis Panzer Productions –all share a
common passion for film.
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20 IF YOU LOVE THIS BUSINESS
ITS NOT ABOUT THE MONEY
Six years ago, Craig Emanuel and his partners at
Tenenbaum, Emanuel and Fleer merged their boutique
firm with Loeb and Loeb, a law firm with one of the
biggest Entertainment divisions in the world. Craig
Emanuel, now Co-Chairman of the Entertainment
division on the West Coast, in a frank interview with
Elspeth Tavares of The Business of Film, discusses how
the role of the lawyer has changed over the last fifteen
years, how the needs of clients in the business today are
different, the satisfaction of growing a client from a ‘gut
feel,’ and how in his position he continues to fuel his love
for film and find balance in a cutthroat environment that
perpetrates and deploys a preoccupation with money
rather than the merits of the filmmaking process. 
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The annual Cannes Film Festival is the prime location
where the entire industry, from novice to most experienced,
gathers to view, pitch, sell, and market film product from
around the globe. A Practical Guide... By Greg S. Bernstein
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Festival Organizers Bring
Individuality Diversity To

The Selection Process

The festival organizers of Cannes for 2004 have taken a stand
on individuality, leaning toward films that have individual
expression as never before. The European once again gets a

Europe day, and the feeling is that the organizers are trying to move
to a middle ground in an effort to make their individual stamp on
the selection process for Cannes 2004 and the years to come. The
selection of Tarantino as President of the Jury will certainly spark
up events and add excitement on La Croisette. 
In an extract from his statement, Thierry Frémaux commented:
“The Festival is presenting 56 feature films, a total of 46 world
premières in the combined sections, and the number of films
submitted were 3562 feature-length and short films. In 2003, there
were 2498 (2281 in 2002, 1798 in 2001, and 1397 in 2000).
Compared to last year, the number of films submitted has increased
42.5 %. It was not so long ago, at the end of the 90s, that less than
1,000 films were the norm. Filmmaking has been facilitated by the
technology of digital imaging. Digital films are more and more
present on the market these days. You must also take into
consideration that the Festival has been spreading the word that it
is open to all types of films, and that message has apparently been
well received.  The newcomers include: Argentine filmmaker
Lucrecia Martel (La Nina Santa); Korean Park Chan-wook (Old
Boy) & Hong San-soo (La Femme est l’avenir de l’homme); Italian
Paolo Sorrentino (Les conséquences de l’amour); and Agnès Jaoui
(Comme une image) & Tony Gatlif (Exils) from France; as well as
Apitchapong Weerasethakul (Tropical Malady), discovered in the
Certain Regard section in 2002 with Blissfully Yours and marking
the first time Thailand has a film in competition. This year, festival-
goers will see films from Hungary (Kontroll from Antal Nimrod),
Switzerland (Bienvenue en Suisse from Léa Fazer), and Kazakhstan
(Fifty Fifty from Gulshad Omarova). From Latin America, the line-

up includes Uruguay (Whisky from Juan Pablo Rebella & Pablo
Stoll) and Ecuador (Cronicas from Sebastian Cordero), in addition
to the Competition films from Brazil and Argentina illustrating the
importance of Latin America in global filmmaking. Diversity is the
main objective of this section. It is especially noted as a laboratory
of young filmmakers, but not only.  Nine first films are presented,
alongside films from Abbas Kiarostami and Youssef Chahine who
have both previously won prizes in the official competition.

The trend by the organizers to embrace a more diverse – without
being political – choice when selecting films is very evident.

Among the events at this year’s festival are the following:
Cannes Classics, primarily screened in the Salle Buñuel,
on the 5th floor of the Palais des Festivals: Michelangelo

Antonioni will present the world premiere of the short film Lo
Sguardo di Michelangelo (The Gaze of Michelangelo, 15’) and the
digital version of Blow Up. In memory of Henri Langlois, Jacques
Richard has directed a biography (Le fantôme de Henri Langlois,
3 Hrs 32’), which will be presented under the auspices of the
Festival de Cannes and the International Critics’ Week. Cannes
Classics also present Restored and New Prints. The films chosen
were based on propositions made by national archives,
cinematheques, the studios, producers and distributors. Films by
Buster Keaton following the work done on Chaplin, the closing
film in 2003. MK2, in collaboration with Lobster and Éclair, will
be presenting a series of Buster Keaton films. The digital
screening of an image-by-image restored version of The General
screens Saturday May 22nd, and the Cannes Symphonic Orchestra
will accompany the screening, with music written and taped in
Japan by Joe Hisaishi.
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As the industry gathers in the South of
France for another Cannes Film
Festival and the  Festival organizers

presenting a Producers Forum on current
financing for indie films, three recent meetings
I had with producers demonstrate why – with
all the articles, lectures and panel discussions
on the current flavor of the month:  for
‘independent film financing’ – producers are
confused as to the practical aspects and realities
of film financing. 
PRODUCER A
Was going to finance the genre film he was
producing by preselling the entire $500,000
budget. He did not have any presales yet, but he
believed he could go into production in about a
month.
PRODUCER B
A producer with number of projects under his
belt and the experience that goes with it was
going to shoot his film in a particular state
because they had a program that loaned 100%
of the budget just for shooting in that state. He
had no presales or other financing and would be
looking to the state financing to fund the entire
project. 
PRODUCER C 
An innovative producer who was going to shoot
half his film in Fiji to pick up their 15% credit,
half in Australia to get their 12.5% credit, do the
post – about 20% of his budget – in British
Columbia to get the combined Canadian and
BC 27% credit, had presales of 40%, and would
get some bank gap financing of 15%.  He was
very proud of himself that he had 109.5% of his
budget covered before his film even got made. 
The current climate, with the technological
maturing for digital filmmaking and the various
incentives available from some 130 countries,
has resulted in film financing becoming more
complex and muddled. Not just in terms of how
each piece to the puzzle works, but even the
most experienced producers grossly
underestimate the time, complexity, and costs
of actually closing the financing, even when
they think they have all the pieces to the puzzle.
Can Producer B get a loan to cover 100% of the
cost of his film if he shoots in a particular state?

Yes, provided he has the collateral to back it up,
and, of course, if he had that, he could get any
bank to loan the money, whether he shoots in
that particular state or not. The only benefit of
shooting in states that provide this type of
incentive program is usually just a lower
interest rate on the loan, and maybe a small
financial benefit of 10-15% of the budget
through a refund of sales tax or similar
program. But 100% of the financing?
Extremely unlikely.
Can Producer A obtain enough presales at the
upcoming market and make his film next
month? While it’s possible to get the necessary
presales, which is no easy task, presales are not
cash.  It’s amazing how novice producers
misunderstand this essential fact. The presale
contracts need to be converted into cash
through a bank loan.  That takes a remarkable
amount of time. It used to be 4-6 weeks. Now it
can take up to 3 months. The situation in this
case is that it’s unlikely that the producer will
find a bank or bond willing to participate in
such a small transaction.  
And can Producer C – the creative producer
who thinks he can combine all the benefits –
finance his film? While most financings these
days do involve a multitude of jurisdictional
benefits, most benefits are based on the amount
spent in the particular country or on only part of
the expenditure (such as in Canada where it is
based on the labor spend), not on the budget
itself. Thus, most benefits are not cumulative.
The few that might tend to be are so only when
complying with very complex and onerous co-
production rules. Thus, our enterprising
producer probably only has 70% or so of his
budget covered, rather than the 109% he
thought.   

There are some fundamental errors in
perceptions about the many film finance
programs available worldwide.  First, no

single film finance or incentive program
actually provides 100% of the financing for a
film.  Most programs that producers think
provide 100% of the financing for a film (UK,
Germany, Ireland to name a few) in fact provide
only 10-20% of the financing. This error in

perception originates from the fact that many
incentive programs have their basis as local tax
shelters.  In order to get the tax shelter benefits,
most local laws require the taxpayer to invest or
own 100% of the cost of a movie.  What many
producers miss is that these structures require
that there be an absolute, no risk, guarantee
(although sometimes it’s not called that) to the
investors for a large portion of their investment.
Although the investors are investing in movies,
they are really just looking for the tax savings.
So they could have invested in soybeans as
easily as movies. It all depends on the tax
benefits.  Since the investors are investing for
the tax shelter benefits, they are not seeking to
take any significant risk with their money. They
are, however, willing to pay something to get
the tax breaks they need to reduce their
payments to the government. That ‘something’
is the piece of the benefit that the producer
captures to pay for part of his film.

As an example, an investor in a movie in
a particular country will save 30% of
the investment in terms of saved taxes.

(Investor invests $100, writes off the
investment on his tax return, reducing his taxes
by $30).  Thus his true investment is only 70%
of the amount invested.  If the investor were
absolutely guaranteed to get back 85% of his
investment, say by putting the 85% aside in a
bank account or having other acceptable
collateral, the investor would actually have a
profit of 15% even though it appears as if he
lost money based on his $100 investment.  The
15% that the investor is not guaranteed back is
the amount the investor is truly willing to invest
in the movie and is the net amount available to
the producer to use to make his movie.
With some exceptions, most of these guarantees
have to be backed by a letter of credit (akin to a
cashiers check). The issuing bank won’t issue
the letter of credit without having acceptable
collateral. The collateral many times consists of
presales, gap, expected subsidies, equity, and
sometimes the expected net benefits from
another jurisdiction. For example, a 14% UK
benefit, 12% Luxembourg benefit, 40%
presales, and 14% bank gap financing might

Greg S. Bernstein
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A PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR FILMMAKERS
IN THE INDEPENDENT FILM FINANCING GALAXY

The annual Cannes Film Festival is the prime location where the entire industry, from

novice to most experienced, gathers to view, pitch, sell, and market film product from

around the globe. In spite of the ‘knowledge bank’ within the film business on all levels,

from producers through to banks and investors, the complexity and time required for

putting together projects in today’s marketplace are often grossly underestimated. A

regular contributor to The Business of Film, Greg S Bernstein analyzes the process that

is often overlooked and illuminates the fact that, despite the deluge of available material

on the subject, more often than not the fundamentals are misconstrued. 
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combine to equal the 80% guarantee a German
fund is seeking, assuming one could shoot the
film in Luxembourg, do the post in the UK, and
meet the co-production treaty requirements.  In
some of the simpler guarantees, the structure
requires the investor’s own money be put aside
in a bank account to fund the guarantee.  Of
course, in that situation, you still need to find
the rest of the financing for the budget. 

Intuitively, when one thinks about the idea of
raising money from investors for a tax
shelter and putting part of it aside for the

guarantee or supporting the guarantee with
other financing, one already starts to realize this
is a time consuming, complex and possibly
risky (in terms of it happening) proposition. The
number of investors willing to invest in a tax
shelter depends on the level of prosperity in the
economy of the country and sometimes the
world (e.g. a down stock market or recession
decreases the level of need for tax shelters), the
timing of when investors want to invest (e.g. the
tax years around the world vary and investors
don’t invest in tax shelters at the beginning of
the tax year since they don’t know how much
income they will need to shelter), and changes
in the tax laws (e.g. the recent promulgations in
the UK and Germany and the effect they have
had on both programs that the regulations were
directed at and the chilling effect they have had
on other established programs that can
eliminate a popular program).  It’s interesting to
note that recent tax shelters in the UK and
Germany were actually not intended as a film
incentive but as a situation where inventive tax
lawyers and accountants found loopholes that
could be exploited for film.  When the
government realized what was happening, they
issued regulations to curtail the tax abuses. The
net result is that none of these financing
structures happen over night.

Not all incentive programs are tax
shelters. Many countries provide direct
(or quasi direct) subsidy programs, such

as the programs in Canada, Fiji and Australia to
name a few.  These types of benefits are usually
based on how much is spent in the particular
country.  So you can spend money in two or
three countries and get each country’s benefits,
but they are proportional. If you spend half your
budget in Australia you will get the 12.5%
subsidy on the half you spend there, and if you
spent half your budget in Fiji you would get the
15% subsidy on the half you spend there,
ending up with a benefit equal to 13.75%, not
27.5%. There are some small exceptions to the
above, but I am not going to address that here.
Then there is the “Catch 22” that the subsidy is
normally paid after the shoot is complete, but
you need the money to spend on the production
now. The solution is usually a local bank willing
to loan against the probable benefit, but that
takes time and the costs reduce the net benefit.
While some countries give benefits simply for
shooting in their country (although they might
have some minimum spend requirements),
other programs may have more onerous
requirements, such as the writer or actors being

of a certain nationality, or the project receiving
approval from a government agency. The UK
programs and certain Canadian programs
depend both on spending money in the
particular country and meeting either the
required content or other rules or the
requirements of the co-production treaty
between the countries involved in the project. If
you are trying to access benefits from two or
more countries, one or more of the countries
may only give their benefits if the project meets
the requirements of the applicable co-
production treaty between the countries.  Each
time you add a country to the mix and utilize a
formal co-production treaty, an additional layer
of government bureaucracy and oversight is
added. Working with any government for any
situation, film related or not, is beset with
delays and pitfalls. The task becomes multiplied
in a co-production situation.
Assuming one has surmounted the nuances of
all the various incentive programs, many times
the biggest obstacle is time.   In the last eighteen
months financing closes months beyond what
was anticipated, and many close long after the

film is even shot (these of course are situations
where the producer was able to access some
interim bridge financing).  It’s not a matter of
poor preparation by the producer or a lack of
expertise of the attorneys and other
professionals involved. It’s simply that the
complexities of today’s financing schemes
result in a long drawn out process.
Take the traditional presale. Presales are only a
piece to the puzzle, but when added to the
interrelated problems, the domino affect grows.
Recently, a film had enough presales at MIFED
to get made. The producer set the start date for
early January on the assumption that he “had
the financing.”  Yet having enough “sales” and
having the cash to actually make the movie are
two different things. Most novice producers
don’t realize that presales are not cash in hand
at the moment the presale is made.  Presales are
agreements to pay an agreed sum for the
distribution rights to a film WHEN the film is
delivered.  So they should be thought of as
‘future receivables.’ Banks are willing to lend
the value of these contracts based on the credit
of the buyer. If the bank believes the buyer will
pay when the film is delivered, the bank will
“bank” the contract.  Not all presales are
bankable, however, either because of credit
issues or because the presale is from a small or
unstable country, which makes collection
uncertain.  Many times producers have
anywhere from 10-20% of their presales not
bankable for one reason or another. The banks

will take them as added collateral, but the banks
will not fund against those contracts. So
producers who thought they had enough
presales, now find they have less than they
thought, which usually requires that they get
more presales, other financing sources, or
deferments (usually of the producer’s fees).

Presales are not bankable until: a) the
presale contract is signed by the buyer; b)
a document called a notice of assignment

is signed by the buyer; and c) the Bond
Company agrees to guarantee delivery.  (The
notice of assignment is a complexity in its own
right, however, essentially it is a document that
defines specifically what items will be delivered
to the buyer for the buyer to pay, what happens
if there is a disagreement, and finally, that the
buyer agrees to pay the bank directly). As
simple as that sounds, it’s not.  Sometimes one
or two missing documents can side-whack the
whole process.  And the banks won’t finance
part of the money. It’s all or nothing. Banks will
not be repaid their loans unless the film is
delivered. While the completion bond insures
that a film will get finished and delivered, it
only makes that assurance if the money is made
available by the bank or financiers to meet the
bonded budget.  So if the bank loans money
before it has all the pieces to the puzzle, it could
be taking an unplanned risk. 
Despite having processed this documentation
hundreds of times before, it cannot be reiterated
enough that it takes time for the buyers, banks,
bond companies, sales agents, and all their
lawyers, to review, comment and approve the
documentation. Each time one party comments
or changes anything, the others involved in the
deal are affected in a domino effect. The simple
issues arising from wording specific to the
particular project, the materials the buyer is
expecting to receive to trigger payment, what
the bond company is willing to guarantee will
be available to be delivered, and what the
producer has budgeted, are among some of the
common interrelated problems.  

Then there are extrinsic influences,
obvious as they may be, which are not
factored in. Trying to close the financing

on sales made at MIFED before the holidays is
plainly asking for trouble.  Or you may be in
desperate need to get responses to satisfy
another aspect of the puzzle, and you find that
the bankers and lawyers in Europe are off for
specific national Public holidays you have
never heard of, and, by the time they get back,
the US is on Public holidays they have never
heard of, frustrating the participants in Europe.
Add to all of that the fact that most of the
executives who have to make the decisions are
traveling to festivals or markets when problems
arise, making the whole process difficult to
resolve when the issues need answers.   
The bottom line is: when it comes to the
financing of independent films today, it is
NEVER as simple as it sounds, and one should
factor into the process the probability that
everything that could go wrong in the process,
most definitely will. www.thefilmlaw.com

it cannot be reiterated enough that it
takes time for the buyers, banks, bond
companies, sales agents, and all their

lawyers, to review, comment and
approve the documentation
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Peter Elson, President of Global Cinema
Group, LLC (Global), and the producing
team Dale and Grant Bradley, co-CEO’s

of New Zealand-based financing and
production house Daybreak Pacific Ltd.
(Daybreak), have entered into a working
partnership to finance, produce and distribute
films. Global will handle worldwide sales and
distribution for Daybreak’s slate, and Daybreak
will provide Global with a flow of high quality
commercial product.  As part of the
arrangement, Daybreak and Global will have
the option to respectively produce and distribute
films independently of the agreement. 
The partnership hopes to maximize the
combination of Elson’s reputation as one of the
industry’s most respected executives with
established long-term relationships with
international distributors and financial
resources and the production experience of the
Daybreak duo. Mark Huljich, Senior Vice
President who recently relocated from New
Zealand, is also Executive Producer for
Daybreak and will work alongside Elson on all
aspects of foreign sales.  Global attend Cannes
with a slate of new projects including: High
Tide, an action adventure thriller; Heights, a
comedic drama; High Roller: The Stu Ungar
Story, a contemporary drama; and Treasure
Island Kids, a trilogy of feature-length family
adventure films.    

Daybreak, since its formation in the 1980’s, is
New Zealand’s foremost production company
with twenty feature films, television programs
and series to its credit. The company, which
recently increased its budget range to USD $15
million - $25 million, expects to produce up to
four films, and will arrange the financing of all
films that fall under the partnership. Peter Elson
said: “With Dale and Grant’s experience both as
producers and financiers and their specific
expertise in co-productions, Daybreak will
enhance Global’s sales slate and provide
distributors with more commercial mainstream
projects. New Zealand has established one of
the most exciting film industries in the world
for filmmakers and production, and Daybreak
has played a major role in this.”

Grant Bradley added: “Peter’s solid
relationships and experience in all
aspects of foreign sales and distribution

complement Daybreak perfectly. Having these
elements already in place will open up
opportunities for Daybreak that would not exist
otherwise.”  
The first film set under the partnership is High
Tide, a US $25 million action adventure thriller
with casting underway by Janet Hirchenson and
Jane Jenkins; production start is set for the Fall.

The film is produced by Demitri Samaha, Todd
Fellman and Grant Bradley, and is executive
produced by Mark Huljich and directed by Dale
Bradley. Global’s Cannes sales slate also
includes two acquisitions which have their
Market premiere at Cannes: Heights, a dramatic
comedy directed by Merchant Ivory protégé
Chris Terrio, stars Glenn Close, Elizabeth
Banks, Jesse Bradford, James Marsden, Isabella
Rossellini, George Segal and Rufus
Wainwright. Adapted for the screen by
playwright Amy Fox from her one-act Off-
Broadway hit with additional material by Terrio
and produced by Ismail Merchant and Richard
Hawley, Heights is a comedy of manners set in
contemporary New York chronicling five lives

intertwining and unraveling one summer’s
night.  The film is distributed in the U.S. by
Sony Classics.  High Roller: The Stu Ungar
Story explores the compelling true-life story of
a card prodigy and gambler who in both 1980
and 1981 became the youngest World Series of
Poker winner ever. The film is written, directed
and produced by A.W. Vidmer and stars
Michael Imperioli. Global is also selling
Daybreak’s USD $18 million family adventure

trilogy Treasure Island Kids, currently in post-
production.  
Elson formed Global Cinema Group in 1999 to
provide innovative ways to service the
international sales and distribution needs of
independent producers.  Global handled sales
serving as Producer’s Rep for Ismail
Merchant’s The Mystic Masseur obtaining a
U.S. distribution deal with ThinkFilm, and John
Carpenter’s Ghost of Mars starring Ice Cube
and Natasha Henstridge for which he arranged
financing for the film’s USD $33 million
budget. 

New Zealand-based production company
Daybreak Pacific was formed in 2002
by Grant and Dale Bradley and

Visionary Entertainment Limited to finance and
produce high quality commercial films for the
international market. With a goal to produce
independent features for the international
market, the team formed Daybreak Pictures in
1990; they have since produced seventeen films
under the banner with Dale directing seven of
the titles. 
From its headquarters in Auckland, Daybreak
Pacific also offers full-service location
production assistance to off-shore producers
through its wholly-owned subsidiaries
including production stages, production offices,
line producing, locations, film crews, design
service, film equipment and post production.
Daybreak Pacific Ltd. is a privately owned
company whose majority investor is Visionary
Entertainment.

to maximize the combination of 

Elson’s reputation as one of the

industry’s most respected executives

Dale and Grant’s experience both as

producers and financiers and their

specific expertise in co-productions

Global Teams With 
NZ-Based Daybreak

Clockwise from top: Peter Elson,Grant Bradley,
Dale Bradley
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THE BUSINESS CHART FINANCIAL UPDATE
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9 Feb 2004

26 Apr 2004

% Update

1,166,25

1,155,00

-0.23%
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39,670

0.34%
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0.86% 
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Won
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6,276

1.98 %

1,2377

1,313

2.29%
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7,687

0.39%

Danish
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Krona

587,65

610,35

-1.17% 

11,098

11,291

2.00%

2,932

2,907

-1.00%

Chilean
Peso

Mexican
Peso

Brazilian
Real

Since 1982, The Business Of Film has tracked the Pound
Sterling, French Franc, German Marc, Italian Lire, Spanish
Peseta, Japanese Yen and Australian Dollar. The chart to the
left shows the value of the dollar against the 3 key currencies
which are not part of the EEC (The Euro). The chart below
shows 9 new currencies we have introduced based on requests
from our subscribers. On-line at www.thebusinessoffilm.com
we will continue to track the European currencies until they
expire. Next issue we will be introducing more currencies based
on what our readership has told us it needs.

1982
1990
2001
2002
2003

16 Sept 2003

21 Oct 2003

9 Feb 2004

26 Apr 2004

% Update

5,732
5,711
6,919
6,462
6,348

6,298

5,971    

5,375

5,596

1.63 %

2,489,000
1,494,000
1,113,200
1,241,600
1,198,700

1,164,445

1,096,500    

1,05,735

1,085,650

2.48%

09,920
12,090
18,310
18,075
16,736

15,100

14,282   

1.2,880

1,362

1.68%

Pound
Sterling

Japanese
Yen

Australian
Dollar

TRACKING THE FLUCTUATION OF THE US DOLLAR AGAINST KEY CURRENCIES
Taking a base of $10,000, the figures below show the average rate for each of the currencies against the US dollar
during each of the years listed, the value of the currency on 26 April 2004 and the percentage change in rate since
The Business of Film update on 9 February 2004. The graphic chart shows US$ to Euro.
Source: Thomson Financial Datastream

One Point O Available from Armada Pictures

We appologize that the US to Euro Graph from April 2003-
April 2004 is unavailable this issue due to technical difficulties.



For Cannes 2004, The Business of Film features focus on six independent companies run by
six individual entrepreneurs as diverse in their background as the vision and execution of
their operations in the market place. The six companies and executives –Cinetel Films: Paul

Hertzberg,: Hannibal Pictures Richard Rionda Del Castro, Morgan Creek: James G Robinson, New
Films International: Nesim Hason, and Shoreline Films: Morris Ruskin, Peter Davis Davis Panzer
Productions –all share a common passion for film. They also share several attributes that embody
the core of what makes an ‘independent’: great entrepreneurial skills, flexibility, targeted vision, the
ability to reach an impasse and think ‘out of the box’ to get to the next level, the courage in spite
of obstacles to not let anything or anyone stand in their way, the security in their beliefs to sit back
when needed and move forward at their own pace, and the skill to learn from the experiences of
others and apply that knowledge to their environment. Those are just some of qualities that come
hand-in-glove with ‘independent thinking’. These companies are not the only such in the
independent marketplace, and over the years The Business of Film has featured and will continue
to feature these masters and commanders of their own fates.

For the independents in the film sector, a number of factors have been slowly kicking in and
then culminating in the ‘reality’ that the major companies with an average cost of $65
million per production of movies cannot sustain that production level to fill the needs of the

distribution/exhibition chain.  Savvy independents see the gaps and holes that the ‘reality’ has
created in different ways and are moving forward to implement gameplans to supply and fill a
portion of the void. The independents are locked out of the US domestic distribution at every turn
regardless of their varying levels of company growth or longevity in the business.  A leading
independent company currently turning over hundreds of millions of dollars though DVD, on a
franchise established 15 years ago, cannot get domestic distribution on a picture with a known
American cast and a good script. Regardless of these obstacles and with dogged determination and
keen survival instincts, the independent companies are slowly beginning to push against the majors’
domination, by introducing new business models based on the actuality that the ‘game’ is no longer
completely the majors’ gladiator ring as the majors find themselves under fire and as they scramble
like the independents – albeit on a different scale – to fund their productions outside of the United
States.

The Business of Film has long advocated the need to adapt a different ‘business model’, but
that most certainly takes ‘time’ and taking ‘time’ is easier said than done, as each of us is
caught up in the ‘vortex of daily operations’. However it’s encouraging as an ‘independent’

at the service of the independent companies in the business of film to observe that many companies
are ‘manipulating’ the ‘strategy’ of ‘time’ to contemplate their next move.

Hannibal Pictures New Films International Shoreline Entertainment Morgan Creek Productions Davis-Panzer Productions
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S
hored by the sale of CineTel’s library

of 100 movies in the last quarter of

2003, Paul Hertzberg, President and

Chief Executive Officer of LA based CineTel

Films, entered 2004 with renewed enthusiasm

for the independent game. As Hertzberg, his

company and team prepare to enter CineTel’s

25th year (2005), the company has on its

development slate three large budget films for

which it has acquired the literary rights:

Beethoven Conspiracy, a thriller based on a

novel by Academy Award winning novelist

Thomas Hauser; Carnival, written by Mario

Puzo and his first film written originally for the

screen, is a political thriller set in Rio de

Janeiro during Carnival time; and The Story Of

My Life, based on the novel by Jay McInenery

(Bright Lights, Big City), written and to be

directed by Simon Barry. “We are in

development on these projects throughout

2004,” said Hertzberg, “and the new horizons

do not see the company deviating from the 24

year philosophy which has kept it on target to

produce, acquire and distribute economically

feasible motion pictures with wide appeal to a

diversified audience.”  

He continued: “We are currently in process and

will be producing 10 movies in 2004, mainly

in the SciFi and disaster genres with good

production level and CGI, because that is what

our customers want and expects. It seems we

can’t make disaster and creature movies

quickly enough for the worldwide market.  As

I look at the business and our place and

structure in the marketplace, it is my belief that

we are in ‘that 20-year cycle,’ with the markets

maturing and replacing, and channels of

distribution such as DVD kicking in.  If there

is a secret to survival in this tough independent

game, it will always be adaptability and

flexibility. Our head of sales Marcy Rubin, is

constantly on the road, visiting all the

territories, and pre Cannes particularly Poland

and the Eastern block, which still have room

for continued growth and exploitation.” 

C
ineTel’s 2004 production inventory

(Lisa Hansen is President of CineTel

Pictures, responsible for production)

is almost entirely fuelled by co-production and

a piecemeal approach to making projects. “The

issue of financing is so tough at the moment

that we are finding that single pix loans from

one of our bankers CIBC in Canada combined

with the EDC funds and subsidies, and pre-

sales, taking advantage as little or as much

RENEWED ENTHUSIASM
Paul Hertzberg

Paul Hertzberg’s business approach to the independent

market. Like all the independent companies and

individuals running independent companies that have

survived in the arena over the last 25 years – has been

based on a targeted philosophy to produce good value

films that fit its customers’ needs. In 2005 with a

milestone to its belt, Hertzberg contemplates two further

expansion steps: self distribution in 2005 and adding one

or two higher budgeted films, such as Carnival written by

Mario Puzo, to its production slate. 

to see new independent companies 
come into the arena because that means

someone somewhere has found a
business model that is working,

CANNES FOCUS 2004



from places like Romania and South Africa,

and finishing the post in Canada is the way

we can finance the pictures, give good

production value, and deliver a marketable

product to our customers.”

“We would like to shoot in the United States

but the cost is prohibitive on the films we are

producing at the present time, and even

though shooting overseas brings a whole

different set of problems to overcome, it’s

still more cost efficient. It’s not just on the

production side that the US is tough for the

independents. Finding domestic distribution

for your product, with the hole in the middle

level range left by the merger of Artisan and

Lions Gate, makes it so tough, we are

seriously looking at self distribution in the US

in 2005. Just seven years ago, there seemed to

be a sizable number of independent film

companies that on the surface appeared to be

doing quite well, then, one by one, they

began to disappear. Now there are only a

handful of us left.  Since 2003, a number of

companies have been established including

the company that brought our library. It’s

always refreshing for me to see new

independent companies come into the arena

because that means someone somewhere has

found a business model that is working, and

that is good news for the worldwide

independent community in both distribution

and exhibition.”

For its production slate – the biggest the

company has tackled, Cinetel is co-producing

four films with the SciFi Channel – CineTel

will co-produce three films with Eagle Pictures

one of Italy’s leading independent distributors.

Paul Hertzberg’s latest theatrical production, A

Rumor of Angels, starring Vanessa Redgrave,

Ray Liotta and Catherine McCormick, was

distributed by MGM/U in 2002.
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give good production
value and deliver a marketable

product to our customers.

Bulletproof, Tripwire, Hit List, 976-

Evil, Out of the Dark, Fear, Far Out

Man, Masters of Menace, Robert

Downey’s Too Much Sun, Fast

Getaway, and Relentless, a

psychological thriller starring Judd

Nelson, Robert Loggia, Leo Rossi and

Meg Foster.  It became the company’s

highest grossing feature to date and

spawned three sequels. Other CineTel

productions include the feature films:

Serious Money, starring Dennis

Farina, Leo Rossi and Fran

Drescher; Past Midnight, starring

Rutger Hauer, Natasha Richardson

and Clancy Brown; Where the Day

Takes You, a gritty drama about

homelessness that stars Dermot

Mulroney, Lara Flynn Boyle,

Balthazar Getty, Kyle MacLachlan

and Sean Astin, directed by Marc

Rocco; and Teresa’s Tattoo, starring

Lou Diamond Phillips, Jonathan

Silverman and C. Thomas Howell.

Paul Hertzberg is a member of the

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and

Sciences Producers Division, the

Screen Actors Guild, serves on the

board of directors of the American

Film Marketing Association, and is

also listed in Who’s Who in America

for his contribution to the

entertainment industry. 

Eleven years ago, Paul Hertzberg

acquired the company’s headquarters

on Sunset Blvd that houses its

production facilities, a screening

room, editing rooms and corporate

offices under one roof.

CineTel was founded in Paul

Hertzberg’s home state of Illinois in

1980 and was originally known as

Chicago Teleproductions.  During its

early days, Paul Hertzberg and

Chicago Teleproductions produced

comedy and musical programming for

HBO, Showtime, ON-TV, and

RCA/Columbia Home Video. Among

the programming was The Four Tops

in Concert, An Evening at La Cage,

and Well…It Seemed Funny at the

Time starring Martin Mull.  In 1982,

the company was awarded a regional

Emmy for the show Terminal

Laughter, which starred Robert Klein,

Tim Reid and Bruce Baum.

Changing the company’s name to

CineTel Films, Paul Hertzberg moved

the corporate offices to Los Angeles

in 1983.  After arriving on the West

Coast, CineTel continued with

television productions and had

success with programming which

included a special starring Jayne

Kennedy and two 30-minute HBO

specials entitled And If I’m Elected…,

hosted by the Smothers Brothers.

Other titles included The Monterey

Jazz Festival and Aretha Franklin,

Queen of Soul. In 1985, Hertzberg

directed his focus to the production of

feature films and that year CineTel

produced The Tomb, starring John

Carradine and Sybil Danning. Since

then, among the 40 features CineTel

has produced and distributed under

Paul Hertzberg’s charge are Armed

Response, Cyclone, Cold Steel,

B A C K G R O U N D

CANNES FOCUS 2004
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Hannibal Pictures headed by Richard
Rionda Del Castro is one of a
handful of independents companies

that have mastered and conquered the
complexities and intricacies of the co-
production process. In 1990  Rionda Del
Castro, a native of Toulon with a Master in
Business Administration, joined a French
investment banking firm as Executive Vice
President of Mergers and Acquisitions.  Over
the next two years, he and his team raised
financing of more than US $40 million
through a combination of Banks (75%) and
private investors (25%) for thirteen
acquisitions and corporate restructures.
In 1992, Del Castro joined Sud Finance, the
holding company for Ulysee Entertainment
where he arranged investment financing of
the international co-production The Night

and The Moment, starring William Dafoe,
Lena Olin and Miranda Richardson.  The
film was distributed in the US by Miramax

and worldwide by Ulysse. By 1993 he had
moved to the US as President of Sales for
Ulysse where he oversaw sales and
acquisitions of seven motion pictures with
stars such as: Michael J. Fox, Treat Williams,
Tcheky Karyo, C. Thomas Howell, Tia
Carrere, Kristy Swanson, Andrew McCarthy,
Judd Nelson, and Gina Gershon.  

When Rionda Del Castro established
Hannibal Pictures in 1999, he also
set up Marco Polo Productions in

France, and a partnership with Studio Eight, a
London based production company
specializing in co-productions headed by
Jamie Brown and GFT Entertainment headed
by Gary Howsam, to take maximize advantage
of possible incentives and co-production
treaties. The company has produced, co-
financed and/or acquired for distribution
several feature films, including The Flying
Dutchman starring Eric Roberts, Rod Steiger
and Catherine Oxenberg; Partners In Action
with Armand Assante, directed by Sidney J.
Furie; as well as The Piano Player starring
Christopher Lambert and Dennis Hooper and
Absolon starring Christopher Lambert, Lou
Diamond Phillips and Ron Perlman.

The business of producing movies at any level in the financial

climate of the last five years revolves around the company’s

ability to fully utilize all the available incentive structures and

produce commercially viable films for the marketplace. However,

how does a company that has experienced a successful hit, with

marketable stars, good script, and crossover genre, ascend to the

next level?  As the independents find themselves locked out of

crucial domestic distribution elements, Hannibal Pictures has

devised a solution developed with marketable actors in France

on Crime Spree and brings that ‘new business structure’ to US

actors giving them an investment in perpetuity in films that they

co-partner with the company. Deeply critical of US distributors

who are unwilling to step up and back projects, Richard Rionda

Del Castro talked to Elspeth Tavares about the US domestic

distribution entity he is currently putting in place. 

I convinced Gerard, 
Harvey and Johnny and 

the director Brad Mirman, to 
invest with me and buy the 
French rights in perpetuity

Richard Rionda Del Castro

TAKING THE RISK

CANNES FOCUS 2004
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In 2002, Hannibal Pictures financed and
distributed Crime Spree, an action/comedy
starring Gerard Depardieu, Harvey Keitel
and Johnny Hallyday. This film was the
turning point for Rionda Del Castro,
convincing him that it was time for the
‘independents’ to the think out of the box and
be more proactively creative, and that the
‘current business model’ governing the
independents business needs to change.

The innovative approach Del Castro
took to solving the problem of selling
the French rights, when distributors

turned the project down on a pre-buy basis,
was the germination of the US distribution
entity he is currently assembling with funding
of $40 million dollars equity from private
investors in Europe, and the US, to optimize
the potential of all his future films without
jeopardizing his investors’ position.
Rionda Del Castro explained: “Every producer
knows that at some point you need to step up
to the plate and expand the business by getting
better stars and increasing budgets where
necessary to get the key distribution pre-buys
for your projects. We found with Crime Spree
that in spite of having Gerard Depardieu,
Harvey Keitel and Johnny Hallyday, we could
not get a French or American domestic
distributor to come on board.  So I convinced
Gerard, Harvey and the director Brad Mirman,
to invest with me and buy the French rights in
perpetuity. When I went to Canal Plus or TF1
in France with Gerard and Johnny it was easier
to sell the TV rights because they know Gerard
and Johnny better than me. They all now have
a piece of the French gross receipts of the film
for their rest of their lives. Eighteen months
later, the picture has done very well. We got
back 4 times our money from France; in the
US Andy Reimer from DEJ (the only US
distributor who in my view steps in for
independent product quickly) screened the
film, loved it, and gave us what we were
expecting from the US for Video and DVD.
Crime Spree has grossed close to $20 million
on DVD in just three month.  That is the new
‘out of the box’ thinking and business structure
we want to do in America. We want to control
as much of the picture as we can, team up with
the actors and give them a piece of the films in
perpetuity, and produce movies. The situation
in America is holding independent companies
back.  It’s amazing – stunning. In Europe, the
Government gets behind the filmmakers, with
funds available from the UK, Germany,

Ireland, the Isle of Man. On top of that the EC,
through Media Fund 2, is actively helping
European distributors to release the films. All
this structure does not exist in America, and
you have the feeling no one cares about films.
HBO is not actively working with the
independent companies; they are not steeping
up to the plate as they used to a few years ago.
ShowTime is not doing much; if they are
working with the independents, it’s for very
little money. USA networks will still step in for
a US premiere, but outside USA networks in
America there is nowhere to get a television
sale. The situation is astounding. It’s not
normal. America is the largest county in the
world; it’s the most organized, the most
experienced in making movies. One of its
biggest sectors of its industry is related to
entertainment, and you cannot get a pre-sell in
the US domestic market. The fact is the

Americans are taking advantage of the
European money that is driving many of the
productions in Hollywood today, but America
does not back its filmmakers, they don’t want
to take a risk. There is also an element of greed.
The companies would rather see the finished
film, and bid against each other for more than
what they would have paid you for a prebuy,
than step in at the offset and support a project
even with proven American stars.  They don’t
read the scripts you send them; it’s always a
wait-and-see game. There are so many
examples of projects that could have been shot
entirely in America with American stars and
crews and no American distributor stepped in.
A few years ago when The English Patient was
dying due to the lack of a US partner, Miramax
stepped in, the movie got made, and it was a
huge success. The big problem for producers is
that, yes, they want big stars, but even when an
independent puts up substantial money for a
project with big star names, often the US
network buy is only about 10 % of the budget.
Does that mean that America is only 10 % of
the world market and Foreign 90%? Foreign is
not worth 90% of the budget. People think that
foreign incentives and subsides is the cash cow
with a bag of money, but those days are over,
there are no more free rides.”
The American distribution (at the time of going

to press clearance for the name was
incomplete) will control all the American
rights, and has a mandate to be predominantly
actor friendly, and exploit those rights to the
maximum benefit of the actors.
The new company will guarantee to the actors
from day one certain conditions of involvement
such as a small theatrical release, thereby
ensuring that, at every level, the actor is a
‘partner’ in the project. The projects will be
completely independently produced with the
company controlling the marketing, putting up
the domestic P&A, and controlling TV and
DVD sales. On a project-by-project basis, the
company will work with the Studios, and all
projects will be foreign distributed by Hannibal
Pictures. 

In initially exploring this new business
model, Rionda Del Castro has found, on
one hand, a favorable reaction directly

from actors, and on the other, that the agents
have not reacted as favorably.  He has
discovered that the client usually brings deals
to the agent. Rionda Del Castro is continuing
to explore both avenues, with approaches to
both agent and actor at the same time, but thus
far the direct approach to the actor has yielded
the best results.  In establishing other
relationships, he has joint ventured with US
producers such as Nigel Sinclair for Masked
and Anonymous starring Bob Dylan, Penelope
Cruz, Jessica Lange, Luke Wilson, John
Goodman and Cindy Cowan, on a project-to-
project basis, and continues to pursue others to
add to the fold.
The merger of Artisan and Lions Gate has
created a big gap, and Rionda Del Castro
believes that with more Cineplex’s, more
channels, and DVD expanding starting his
distribution entity is the way forward, because
in the ‘current business model’ where no one is
‘independent friendly’ there is room for his
‘new business structure’ to find a window.
Rionda Del Castro continued: “I think
filmmakers especially actors are willing to
understand a ‘new business structure’ and turn
to a new language. The business form of a few
years ago is not valid anymore. The markets
are getting narrower, and the banks guard their
risks more, as do the bond companies. Actors
want to work, if you have a project they like or
want to make. I find that if I can sit with an
actor and show him how we will make the film 

I am proposing work, he is willing to play ball.

if they are working
with the independents, 

it’s for very little money

C O N T I N U E D  O N  P A G E  1 3
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N
ew Films International makes its

first appearance at the Cannes

Film Festival as an exhibitor. The

company, headed by its President Nesim

Hason, was established in 1996 and relocated

its headquarters to Los Angeles from New

York in 2001. The company was set up as a

worldwide film distribution company, with

the intent to move all assets to the movie

making capital of the world. As he starts his

next quest to produce and distribute high-end

independent films, the journey to this point in

Hason’s ambitions started at the age of eight.

The product of a middle class family in the

construction business in Turkey, after school

he would go to his father’s office and make

books from the end papers then sell them to

his classmates.  At the age of 13, when he

was Bar Mitzpha’ed and officially

recognized as a man in his religion and

culture, Hason became what must surely be

the youngest entrepreneur to enter the

distribution arena, and started selling music

video tapes. With an ear for music and a

realization that music that was not

traditionally Turkish would find a following

and a lucrative market, he started to

accumulate the seeds of his fortune. “The

tapes,” he says, “sold like hotcakes.” At age

15, he became a DJ in a discotheque, and his

penchant for playing different music

propelled the young entrepreneur into

becoming the owner of the discotheque. At

that point, he was set on the road to his

fortunes.  

Not content to sit on his laurels, by the age of

19 he opened a warehouse selling video

stock, and by 1986, when the copyright law

came into effect in Turkey, his company

became the first legal company to release

video titles in the marketplace. At this point

Hason owned and controlled one of the

largest duplicating businesses in Turkey with

a market share of 42%. With the legalization

of the video industry came saturation, and

Hason expanded his wings outside of his

consolidated enterprises in Turkey looking

for the next uncharted opportunity on the

horizon. In 1990, the Eastern Europe block

caught his attention, and he turned his

entrepreneurial skills in that direction, first

selling television programming and then

branching into theatrical distribution as the

Communist countries leaned towards

democracy and privatization of companies

came into effect.

The first office was opened in Romania, then

New Films International’s Nesim

Hason has built a company on the

unusual combination of the driving

skills for making money needed to be

an entrepreneur, and a generosity of

spirit that he not only exudes but also

practices amongst his clients and

employees. The LA based company is

actively seeking  to acquire product

for worldwide distribution. 

I have to be passionate about 

something to make money, and I have 

to feel I am doing it right

Nesim Hason

THE ENTERTAINMENT
ENTREPRENEUR
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Sofia in Bulgaria. Simultaneously, the

Turkish operation was expanding the

company’s distribution capabilities with the

acquisition of three movie theatres in

Istanbul. Through its Eastern European

distribution chain, New Films International

distributed titles such as Adaptation, The

Hours, Hunted, Chicago, About Schmidt,

Duplex, Austin power 3, and Freddy vs.

Jason.

A completely unassuming man, Hason

attributes his success at the age of 40, with

more than half of those years in the

distribution of entertainment, to his

sensitivity to each country’s cultural

difference, his “hands on” approach, and his

relationships with his clients, as well as his

employees. With an open office door, he

takes an active daily role in aspects of

operations and has transported the Middle

Eastern practice of mixing business and

pleasure to the United States.

Hason recruits only individuals who share in

the company’s philosophy of hard work and

dedication to quality. The practice of

hospitality is not only reserved for clients,

suppliers or business associates; Hason

extends that courtesy to his employees as

well. To keep the staff motivated, Hason

operates several incentives programs in all

New Films offices. As an example the

Romanian office team members achieved

their goals (both distribution and profit) and

were treated to a one-week all-expense paid

ski trip in Italy.  He says, “Our employees

have to share our complete philosophy, and

when they prove themselves, they share in

the profits.  I believe if you create a

millionaire you will become a millionaire.” 

New Films International made their market

debut at the AFM 2004 with the acquisition

of international distribution rights (except the

US and Canada) for two feature films

produced by Holedigger Films, which had

screened at the Sundance Film Festival;

Marie and Bruce, starring Julianne Moore

and Matthew Broderick; and Off the Map,

starring Joan Allen, Sam Elliott, Amy

Brenneman, and newcomer Valentina De

Angelis. Hason’s goal for the American

company is to acquire and distribute 12 to 18

high-end films for worldwide distribution.

On the production side the goal is to produce

quality director and cast driven films with

meaningful messages.  Ron Gell, a partner in

New Films International’s LA distribution

entity, heads up the foreign sales division, the

machinery that is driving the first phase of

Hason’s goals. The company has its own in-

house high security tape duplication

operation for the product it acquires for

distribution in the Eastern European block.  

It’s early days for the company on the West

Coast, but I would wager that once Nesim

Hason has all his ducks in a row the way he

envisages them, the independent film

business will have another strong company

run by a savvy entrepreneur to shore up the

ranks in the independent arena.

George Van Buskirk, Co-Founder of

Holedigger Films, said:  “Nesim is an

entrepreneur. He built his company from the

ground up, and he did so with vision and

class. We will always gravitate towards this

kind of individual, and we hope to share our

vision and enjoy tremendous growth with

New Films.”  When you meet Nesim Hason,

you will note that he has aura of quietude and

an almost constant smile. I asked him what

was the secret of the success to building his

wealth and accomplishments, and

maintaining his ‘generosity of spirit.’ He

answered: “I have to be passionate about

something to make money, and I have to

feel I am doing it right.”

to share our complete philosophy
and when they prove themselves

they share in theprofits.

Hason operates several
incentives programs in 
all New Films offices

I can say to an actor ‘this is my problem’

or ‘can we work around that?’ I have found

that most are willing to work with you in

solving the problems faced. Actors such as

Sean Penn, Gerard Depardieu, Al Pacino,

Robert De Niro, Van Damme or Stallone no

longer need to make films; they want to be

part of something, to invest their time,

consolidate their positions, re-invent

themselves, continue to hone their craft, and

show off their talents by tackling different

roles. With what is happening all over the

world and now in the UK and Germany

with financing even more difficult to obtain,

if we team up together we can make

fantastic films.”

Teaming up again with partners Studio

Eight in the UK, Irish Jam starring Eddie

Griffin and Robbie Coltrane is currently

in pre- production in Ireland, with Alex

Brown the Studio Eight producer on the

project. Also in pre-production in Puerto

Rico and UK is Kumite starring Jean-

Claude Van Damme. The company

attends Cannes with a number of projects

in various stages of development such as

Escobar, Knights of Manhattan, Ballad

To The End of the World, The

Quarterback, Twelve Twisted Tricks,

Circle of Evil, Fast Flash to bang time

and West Memphis Three.

Rionda Del Castro concluded: “We are not

looking to change Hollywood, and we are

not going to change Hollywood, but we

want to control the destiny of our films,

fully control the marketing, and control the

revenue in the largest country in the world.”

Hannibal Pictures has a core staff of five,

with Patricia Del Castro the President. Jeff

Andrick recently came on board as CFO to

implement the American distribution plan.

The company’s main banking relationship

has been with The Royal Bank of Scotland

from inception, starting with an initial $18

million dollar credit line, now fully repaid

on time. Rionda Del Castro recently

renegotiated a $80 million dollar line of

credit on project-by-project basis for future

films made by Hannibal Pictures. 

R I O N D A D E L C A S T R O
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  PA G E  11
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I
n the early 80’s with the emerging

independent film market, James G.

Robinson, chairman of Morgan Creek

Productions (MCP), entered the film

business initially by way of bridge financing,

one of the traditional tools still highly valued

today for independent producers.  In 1984, he

co-produced with Joe Roth the Robert

Duvall-Glenn Close feature film The Stone

Boy. The association led to the formation in

1988 of Morgan Creek productions in which

he partnered with Roth. Hands-on since those

early days, Robinson has directed all of

MCP’s operations and has co-produced or

executive produced all the films from his

independent stable.  His conception for the

structure of success was based on producing

an eclectic mix of films from epic adventures

through romance themed stories, comedies,

and prestige dramas. The turning point in the

success of these beliefs came in 1991 when

Robinson gambled on his most ambitious

project: Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves

starring Kevin Costner, who was still riding

the crest of stardom, ignited by the successes

of No way Out, Bull Durham, and Field of

Dreams. Robin Hood was a phenomenal

success grossing $400 million worldwide.

The film is currently enjoying another lease

on life through DVD exploitation.  It was

also in 1991 that Morgan Creek entered into

the first of a three-year 25-picture

distribution pact with Warner Bros. to handle

domestic distribution in all media, and the

studio frequently partnered with Morgan

Creek on international.  Although Robinson

distributed through the studio system,

Morgan Creek financed all the P&A, giving

the company control over promotion and

marketing.

In October 2003, Morgan Creek Productions

entered into a three-year exclusive

distribution arrangement with Universal,

which under the new deal  will domestically

distribute across all media films produced by

the company.

Robinson said, “We stepped back and

concentrated on developing projects and the

move to Universal. We pulled our ears back

Morgan Creek Productions Chairman

James G. Robinson has invested over one

billion dollars in producing and marketing

an array of over forty motion pictures. A

crucial aspect of the company’s success is

its ability to fund P&A, and secure a

domestic partner to handle US distribution.

In spite of the above, the current state of

the market made it imperative for Morgan

Creek to get back into the ‘independent’

game to maximize revenues from its 

production output.  

The trick is not
how many films you make

but how well they are executed

James G. Robinson

J.G.R. IS BACK
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in over the last three years because it simply

didn’t make sense to be producing films. We

don’t pre-sell. We use our own money, all the

way down the line from development to

P&A. Over the last two years particularly,

there has been a lot of ‘dumb money’ floating

around.  People were making movies for the

wrong reasons, getting good fees, and the

marketplace was cluttered with product. It’s

now a seller’s market not a buyer’s market,

and I am extremely bullish, moving ahead

and doing things the way we used to.”

Robinson expects to pull the trigger on three

films from Morgan Creek in 2004 and four in

2005. The first, The 10th Victim, is in pre-

production with John McTiernan set to direct

ex-cop, John Frelaine, a level “9” assassin in a

government sanctioned execution program

called The Hunt, who meets his match when he

is assigned to kill sexy Janet Spencer, another

level “9”, whom he must take out in order to be

reunited with his son. The second that is

expected to go before the cameras in 2004 is

Two for the Money with Al Pacino and Rene

Russo attached, as is D.J. Caruso to direct.  

Robinson continued: “I feel very aggressive

about making movies. In 2005, we will have

four films in physical production. If we can

make movies with a dollar tax advantage,

where we can come out better financially by

shooting in Germany or Florida, we will

shoot anywhere, as long as at the end of the

day it makes good financial sense. The most

important thing is making sure you have the

right crews. It’s not all about the money.

What’s good is that we are able to make a

movie when we want to and where we want to

for the right reasons.  We are staying abreast of

what is out there, and if there are advantages to

using what is available, we will act

accordingly. There is no pressure to supply a

certain number of films for the Universal

pipeline. The trick is not how many films you

make, but how well they are executed.”

B A C K G R O U N D

The most important thing 
is making sure you
have the right crews

including film soundtracks and music

publishing. Morgan Creek Record’s

debut album, the Original Motion

Picture Soundtrack from Robin

Hood: Prince Of Thieves, sold in

excess of 3 million units worldwide

and the Bryan Adams hit from the

soundtrack, Everything I Do I Do It

For You, became a phenomenon

reaching #1 in more than 20

countries and selling an excess of 12

million units. 

In 1992, Robinson purchased a 

substantial interest in the First

International Theatre chain, which

owns and operates screens in Kansas,

Arkansas, Nebraska and South

Dakota. Robinson then formed

Morgan Creek International Theatre

which recently announced a three-

way joint venture with Warner Bros.

International Theatres and

Chargeurs (France) to bring new

state-of-the-art screens to Holland. 

In 1997, MCP released Wild America,

and in 1998, Incognito starring Jason

Patric and Irene Jacob; Wrongfully

Accused with Leslie Nielsen; Major

League III which stars Scott Bakula

and Corbin Bernsen; and an animated

screen adaptation of Rodgers and

Hammerstein’s The King & I.

To date, Morgan Creek has seen eleven

of its films debut in the #1 box-office

spot and has had its films honored by

the New York and the Los Angeles Film

Critics Associations, the Academy of

Motion Picture Arts & Sciences, and

the Hollywood Foreign Press

Association, in addition to receiving

several Grammy Awards

James G. Robinson is Chairman and

CEO of five highly successful

entertainment companies: Morgan

Creek Productions, Morgan Creek

International, Morgan Creek Music

Group, Morgan Creek Theatre, and

Morgan Creek International Theatres.

In 1996, Robinson was honored as

Producer of the Year at

NATO/ShoWest. 

Following a successful career as a

notable professional photographer

and then a business entrepreneur

who built an automotive empire,

Robinson entered the film business in

the early 80’s by participating in

bridge financing. 

Morgan Creek has become one of the

leading independent production

entities in the film business having

produced an assortment of highly

successful and critically acclaimed

features including: Young Guns 1 &

11; Major League 1 & 11; Dead

Ringers; the award winning Enemies,

A Love Story; Pacific Heights; 1991’s

blockbuster Robin Hood: Prince Of

Thieves; True Romance; the hit

comedy Ace Ventura: Pet Detective;

and the smash sequel Ace Ventura:

When Nature Calls. 

In 1989, Robinson formed Morgan

Creek International, which, in

addition to releasing MCP’s own

product, acquired and distributed

The Last Of The Mohicans which

grossed $75 million internationally.

In 1990, Robinson launched the

Morgan Creek Music Group, a full

service, multi-label company, active

in all phases of the music industry
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S
horeline Entertainment, established in

1992 and headed by Morris Ruskin, is

a boutique independent company

driven by Ruskin’s desire to predominantly

produce, or be involved with, quality

productions and a personal philosophy,

preference and choice always strongly stated to

deal with first class people and projects.

Embodying those aspirations, Ruskin has

maintained relationships since his days at

Zupnick, when he co-produced Glengarry

Glen Ross with talent such as Terrence

McNally, David Mamet and Tom Cole.

Ruskin also helped in the development of the

Glengarry Glen Ross stage play, as well as

packaging the talent and securing the financing

for the film written by David Mamet.

Glengarry Glen Ross earned many awards,

including an Academy Award Nomination for

Al Pacino as Best Supporting Actor. Ruskin

continued to develop and produce films, and

by 1997, wanting to control the product he

produced or co-produced for the marketplace,

realized that he needed to establish a sales and

distribution entity to add stimulus to the

company’s growth. In the last decade with the

changing needs of the marketplace, Ruskin

separated the production activities of Shoreline

under two banners – Riptide and Watermark –

for the benefit of not only the buyers but also

investors in the breadth of projects the

company now produces. 

The Man From Elysian Fields, starring Andy

Garcia, Mick Jagger, Julianna Margulies,

James Coburn, Olivia Williams and Anjelica

Huston, is a prime example of the type of film

that is the Watermark focus: well-cast, first rate

production value, and a well crafted quality

screenplay. The film had its world premiere at

the Toronto Film Festival and its US premiere

at The Sundance Film Festival and was

released by Samuel Goldwyn Films in the

United States. Also under the Watermark

banner are projects such as Marilyn Hotchkiss’

Ballroom Dancing and Charm School, as well

as acquisitions such as Dunsmore, a timely

allegory about a small town whose population

takes matters into its own hands, and The Bay

of Love and Sorrows, a critically acclaimed

Canadian production commercially driven

product across the genres of action, thriller,

horror, and arthouse product with lesser-

known but talented cast.

Their adaptation of the Judge Dredd comic

book, on the other hand, promises to bolster

Morris Ruskin started Shoreline because he wanted

to control the marketing of the films he produced.

Diligently controlling overheads since 1992, he has

carved out a niche with high caliber talent, which

ensures he meets his mandate and aspirations to

produce quality projects. Ruskin has a passion for

film and among other film related pastimes is a Judge

at the Annual Manga Screenwriting Competition held

in Tokyo, and the Chairman of the Peter Stark

Screenwriting Competition. 

a personal philosophy, 

preference and choice

always strongly stated

Morris Ruskin

EMBODYS THE ASPIRATIONS
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the Riptide banner, which features genres films

made for anywhere $1 to $30 million, with

Judge Dredd, currently in the final phase of

financing, at the $30 million mark.   Ruskin

states, “Our goals are to produce quality

product in a niche. The problem for all

independents is always when you are

attempting to cast up, and increase the level of

budgets. We are finding in common with the

independent that, at the moment, if you can

find the right project that will be attractive to

an actor, writer or director, there are

participants who are willing to work with us.

Leading up to Cannes, we are thrilled that the

Judge Dredd UK Canadian co-production

continues to make good progress. With a

project at this budget, it is more difficult for a

company our size, not because we are not

capable of producing the picture, but

perceptions cloud the vision of some of the

people we need at various levels of piecing

together the project. That makes it harder,

and it takes a little longer, but we are now

very close.” Shoreline got involved with the

project when the rights reverted back to 2000

AD. Shoreline and 2000 AD collaborated to

produce Parasite, to be released by First

Look Pictures on DVD, and are currently in

the process of producing its sequel. From this

association sprang the continuing

relationship with Judge Dredd. Over the last

decade, Ruskin has maintained a controlled

overhead, developed strong banking and

bond company relationships, and worked and

co-produced only with the people who share

his standards in terms of the quality of the

projects that he has produced or acquired. As

the market for product changed, he has

incorporated flexibility and met the buyers’

needs in the international marketplace.   

The 17 films the company has handled have all

been licensed internationally and domestically,

and in so doing Ruskin has forged

relationships with New Line Cinema,

October Films, Lions Gate Films, and pay

television distributors HBO, Showtime,

Encore and others.

Dark Asylum, which was shot entirely in

Romania, premiered on HBO in December

2001. Directed by Gregory Gieras, the film

stars Paulina Porizkova, Judd Nelson,

Larry Drake and Jurgen Prochnow. Three

creature features – Tail Sting, Centipede

and Parasite – expanded his expertise into

the world of special effects. 

In 1999 Shoreline established a

relationship with Dawa Movies, providing

the company with access to a sizeable fund

to secure additional feature films as they

became available. In 2000 Shoreline

established a relationship with new equity

financiers. Shoreline entered into a closer

relationship with both HBO and Lions Gate

with the presale of two new thrillers in

2001. In 2002 Shoreline shot two films in

India, another in the UK, and had The Man

From Elysian Fields released theatrically.

Shoreline started a new genre banner,

Riptide in 2003, and is currently in pre-

production on two adaptations of Judge

Dredd, the comic superhero published by

2000 AD.  In the last eighteen months

Ruskin has produced Beeper, an action

thriller directed by Jack Sholder and

starring Harvey Keitel, Joey Lauren Adams

and Ed Quinn. 

Excited by the possibilities in the

independent film world, Shoreline and

Ruskin’s business ethic remains the same:

“First class business, with first class

people.” 

When he’s not at work, Morris remains

busy in the film world. He’s a Final Judge

for the Cable Ace Awards, a panelist at the

Hollywood Film Festival, a Judge at the

Annual Manga Screenwriting Competition

held in Tokyo, a Panelist for the Producer’s

Seminar of the Santa Fe Screenwriting

Conference, and the Chairman of the Peter

Stark Screenwriting Competition. 

B A C K G R O U N D

Constantly working with prominent writers

and directors, developing projects that are

attractive to both the major studios and the

mini-majors, Ruskin’s vision is to keep

Shoreline flexible.  On a daily basis he

oversees development, financing, casting,

production, post-production, acquisitions,

marketing, sales, delivery, collections, and

company management for Shoreline  

Since Shoreline’s inception, Morris Ruskin

has produced the theatrically released The

Continued Adventures of Reptile Man

(“Funny anguished, and on target”, LA

Times) and Executive Produced Matter of

Trust and Detour (both acquired by

October Films) as well as The Godson

starring Rodney Dangerfield and Dom

Deluise (Lions Gate release). 

In 1999 he produced Flight of Fancy

(winner Best Family Film at the Hollywood

Film Festival) and Executive Produced The

Visit, starring Hill Harper, Obba

Babatunde, Rae Dawn Chong, Billy Dee

Williams and Phylicia Rashad (which won

Favorite Film, Best Actor and Best

Supporting Actor awards at The Method

Festival and was given a 10 out of 10 on the

Franklin scale and also nominated for four

Spirit Awards). The film was released on

200 screens April 20, 2001. This was

followed by Executive Producing The

King’s Guard with Ron Perlman, Eric

Roberts and Leslie Anne Down and Co-

Executive Producing Price Of Glory

starring Jimmy Smits, which closed the

2000 Santa Barbara Film festival and was

released by New Line Cinema. 

Ruskin also produced the David Mamet

drama Lakeboat directed by Joe Mantegna.

The film, which opened the 2000 Los

Angeles Independent Film Festival, stars

Robert Forster, Charles Durning, Denis

Leary, Peter Falk, George Wendt and Andy

Garcia. 
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Peter Davis and Bill Panzer of Davis-
Panzer Productions, best known as the
creators of the Highlander franchise, own

the intellectual property rights across the
financial revenue stream from theatrical
distribution to merchandising exploitation.  The
duo started their company in 1975.
Subsequently, the Highlander franchise grew
into a business enterprise that has invested
some $450 million dollars in feature and TV
production, created 160 hours of television, and
spawned a highly successful merchandising
division, Davis-Anderson, run jointly by Peter
Davis and Marcy Joe Anderson. 
What was the serendipity that brought these
two complementary but markedly different
business entrepreneurs together?  Peter Davis
replied affectionately, “Depending on the story
you want to believe, we either met through my
ex-wife who used to date Bill, or we met
through Bill’s roommate at Princeton who was
a partner of mine in the steel business. We’ve
been partners for 29 years, and we have always
sat in the same office. The secret is, we don’t
see each other often.  We give each other space;
we give each other confidence in our own areas
of expertise to run with the ball whilst still
keeping the other half reasonably appraised, but
not detailed.  It’s the essentials that matter.  For
example, Bill does all the supplementals on the
Highlander DVD’s, and he keeps me
tangentially aware. Similarly, I’ll run with the
marketing side, and keep him tangentially
informed.  We have our own arenas.” 
The secret of this extraordinary complementary

partnership is also the reason behind the current
‘new life’ that is driving the Highlander
franchise as it consolidates its brand on the
lucrative DVD market.  Davis continued, “It’s
quite astounding how the impact of DVD, for
those independents who have been fortunate
enough to retain control and some interest in
their intellectual property, has changed the
dynamics of their business. We control
Highlander DVD in North America and certain
selective foreign properties on an exclusive
basis, and we have contractual rights on a non-
exclusive basis with Xena and Hercules.”
Davis-Panzer Productions and Davis-Anderson
controls the 21-season collections that between

Highlander, Xena and Hercules amount to
more than 400 episodes, which it entrusts to
Anchor Bay in North America to distribute on
the company’s behalf. He continued, “The
economic dynamics, particularly as it relates to
Highlander and our relationship with Anchor
Bay, are staggering.  The deal we have
structured with them, with unit sales of
Highlander with an SRP of $89.95 per season
collection, produce fantastic numbers.
Interestingly, you would think that each
season’s collection in the normal course would
be below the prior season and that subsequent
seasons would tail down, but it’s just the

opposite. Every season, the incremental units
have increased. By the end of the license with
Anchor Bay, we will be averaging 200,000 box
sets per season collection, with an SRP $89.95.
You can extrapolate the wholesale gross – it’s
not small numbers”. 

Davis-Panzer creates all its materials in-
house – the artwork, the packaging,
does the authoring and buys the TV

spots, all under one umbrella.  Bill Panzer
shoots 700-900 minutes of supplementals for
each season, which is a key DVD element.
“People thought we were crazy to spend the
kind of money we spend on creating these
supplementals, but the investment has paid off.
The reviews are ‘A’ across the board, and the
fans have responded well,” said Davis.
“Anchor Bay is a wonderful niche marketer.
They’ve combined their abilities with the
fervor of the Xena, Hercules and Highlander
fan base, and we have managed to market the
DVD in a very interesting way. We believe in
television advertising, internet grass roots
marketing, and it has worked extraordinarily
well for us. This started in November 2002, and
it just keeps building. Highlander: The
Television Series, and Highlander: The Raven
had been very successful for more than 7 years.
Now, a whole new element of younger, hipper
fans are buying these DVDs. These buys are
driven by a third window licensed by
Paramount for Highlander to Spike TV, cable
network for men.  It has revitalized the
franchise in whole new direction and we are
delighted.”

With the Highlander franchise

enjoying a very successful DVD life,

PeterDavis of Davis-Panzer kicks

back with Elspeth Tavares and chats

about his complementary partnership

with Bill Panzer – the anecdotes,

triumphs and disasters 

that have maximized their product

output and their ability to control

their destiny.

we give each other confidence 
in our own areas of 

expertise to run with the ball

Peter Davis

KICKING BACK
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The company does not advertise on
network television. Instead, their
advertising buy to reach a targeted

audience is cable-driven and very focused.
They have a deal with the media buying
company E&M in New York through which
they get very effective buys for a low six-figure
number. This strategy is not designed to create
new buyers, but rather to reach the audience
base that’s already predisposed to the product
and alert them of upcoming releases.  The
short-buy window will not create new fans, but
it whets the appetite of the  ‘predisposed’ base
with enough impression to trigger interest
further. “We target the fans with fabulous
imagery and reviews of the product already out
there. The  fans enjoy the supplementals which
are quite extensive,” said Davis. “Through our
merchandising partner, Highlander has a
database of two million fans, and between
Xena and Hercules there are one million
names. These are self-generated data bases, not
purchased lists,” Davis says. 
“All the predisposed fans are fans of our
supplementals, which are amazing. The crews
go out for weeks to film interviews with the
stars and behind the scenes footage. Our
commitment to end product excellence is
compulsive in all areas. Historically we got into
trouble and went over budget (he chuckles).
Bonding companies sometimes didn’t like us
for that on the feature side, (he chuckles deeper).
I think we were on the black list of Lloyds of
London for a little while but that was in our
younger days; we’re more responsible now.”
The merchandising business was started in
1994 when, early in  the TV-license life, the
fans requested Highlander ‘stuff’. The
merchandising program began in earnest in
1996 with a 96-page strictly Highlander
product catalogue, which received an Echo
International award for best worldwide
consumer catalogues. Devised exclusively for
Highlander fans, it caught the eye of Universal
Consumer Products.  Davis Panzer was then
approached to devise a similar marketing
vehicle for Xena and Hercules as a way of
sustaining a property that was on the downward
arch of its strength. The company’s
involvement revitalized and produced another
revenue string for the Xena and Hercules
properties, and then went on to handle
merchandising opportunities for Conan, Lord
of the Rings and Marvel. The company’s
reputation for the  quality of the product it has
developed for entertainment intellectual
properties is highly regarded by the industry.
Davis continued, “We have just signed a deal
with Marvel Entertainment for internet,
catalogue, direct response, and telemarketing
for all their intellectual properties.  We are
working hand-in-glove with them, in a very
cooperative way.” Glancing across the expanse
of his office I see a table of beautiful swords

and he gives me the answer before I pose the
question.  “The swords sprang from the original
Highlander sword; we have a joint venture with
Marto in Toledo, Spain.  This 72-page sword
catalog has all the swords from Highlander,
Conan, Xena, Hercules and Lord of the Rings.
All are beautifully sculpted ornamental swords,
and I can tell you we sell a lot of f**ing swords.
It’s fun!”  He continues: “Owning your own
property certainly makes your life easier, and
the next best thing is having a co-operative
partnership, as we do with Xena and Hercules.
We have developed such interesting licensed
articles with those two properties. Universal
has given us a fair degree of leeway, and we
send them a nice quarterly check.”  

Segueing back to the feature side of their
operations, the foundation on which the
company grew, Peter and Bill met in the

early 70’s on the picture that was to become
their first: Death Collector, with Joe Pesci, a
story about strange New Jersey gangsters. They
liked the script, bought the rights, produced on
a monstrous budget of $175,000, and did well.
The film made money, but like a lot of films in
the first cycle of tax breaks and incentives,
disappeared into tax deal oblivion. Davis
lighted up, “It was my first introduction to the
process, and I liked it.  As does every other
businessman who comes to Hollywood and
thinks he’s going to bring his great business

acumen to the Industry, I soon got my ass
kicked.  The next film was a joint venture with
Bob Shaye, New Line’s first production, called
Stunts.  We made good money relative to the
times, and our feature film activities built from
there. But you know the trials and tribulations
of making feature films are such that you can
have horrendous experiences such as we had in
Argentina with Highlander II.  We were there at
the height of their inflation; every week the
exchange doubled and we got destroyed big
time. It might be great place to shoot a picture
like My Dinner With Andre, but they couldn’t
handle the dynamics of the show (Highlander
II) – the technical requirements, the production
design and special effects.  We were seduced to
go there (chuckling) by our lovely friend Alex
Sessa.  We love him.  The locations were
fabulous, but the films crews, while they were
willing, just didn’t have the skill to deliver what
had to happen on the floor. We had budgeted to
bring in 30 technicians from LA and London,
but we ended up bringing in150 and once you
start doing that, you are in the shit, you are
gone.  With the inflation simultaneously going
crazy, Bill and I knew that waking up was the
best part of the day because everything else in
the day was going to be horrific.  On top of that

we had very severe deadlines; Sean Connery
was arriving at a fixed date, at $500,000 A
DAY!  We had a set – bigger than the Batman
set – to be readied on time, and we had to throw
in an immense amount of man power because
Sean being the Scotsman his is, (he smiles) ‘no
charity for Davis Panzer, you’re ready or the
clock ticks’. That how this business is.  It’s a
constant merry-go-round of fun and sometimes
horrific stress on your productions.” He
continued: “ Today, in view of the budget range
that independents like us function in, anywhere
from $15-25 million, it’s very difficult to find a
proper domestic home, which is so different
from when we started in the early 80’s.  Then
there were 40-50 distributors of varying sizes,
shapes, types, and you at least had a reasonable
chance of finding a domestic deal. Now you
have the studios with their own dynamics and
you have a few independents like Lions Gate.
Your ability to find a meaningful domestic
home is very limited, and the types of adult
drama films that we – Davis-Panzer
Productions – enjoy and have expertise making
don’t find a very welcome home with the major
distributors. On the other hand, the pictures that
my lovely daughter Danielle likes, those
pictures, have monstrous budgets, and are
attuned to the teenage markets.  I wouldn’t have
clue how to make a teenage movie.  Movies
like The Osterman Weekend (1982), made with
Sam Peckanpah for 7.2 million and distributed
by Fox, could never find an easy home in
today’s environment because there are so few
distribution choices. It’s a tough slog for adult
dramas to find a domestic home. We find it
somewhat discouraging but I must say that
DVD gives us independents renewed hope.
You can see it when the studio executives run
their business models. The DVD aspect is
changing how adult drama is perceived, and the
studios are prepared to put in serious numbers
for that distribution channel, whereas nine
months to a year ago, yes they acknowledged
the marketplace, but they wouldn’t go on the
line with their business models.  Now the
studios will listen to us independents.  When
we pitch them for North American distribution
rights, they are clearly prepared to bring
something to the mix. DVD has become the
most serious aspect of the financial equation.
We have eternal hope – that’s why we’ve been
doing this for 30 years!  We are ridiculously
hopeful, otherwise we’d be sitting by the beach.
Instead, as you can see, I bring beach sensitivity
to the office!
Davis Panzer Productions and its divisions
employ 25 people, most under 30. “They are
smart and young – with the exception of me
and I won’t speak for Bill.  They enjoy what
they do, work very hard, and are very devoted,
which creates a collegial type atmosphere. All
of that shows in the end product – concluded
Peter Davis.

DVD aspect is changing how adult 
drama is perceived, and the studios are

prepared to put in serious numbers 
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If You Love This Business
Its Not About The Money

S
ix years ago, Craig Emanuel and his partners at

Tenenbaum, Emanuel and Fleer merged their

boutique firm with Loeb and Loeb, a law firm with

one of the biggest Entertainment divisions in the world.

Craig Emanuel, now Co-Chairman of the Entertainment

division on the West Coast, in a frank interview with Elspeth

Tavares of The Business of Film, discusses how the role of

the lawyer has changed over the last fifteen years, how the

needs of clients in the business today are different, the

satisfaction of growing a client from a ‘gut feel,’ and how in

his position he continues to fuel his love for film and find

balance in a cutthroat environment that perpetrates and

deploys a preoccupation with money rather than the merits

of the filmmaking process. 

TBOF: Over the last 7 years since we last spoke, the business has
undergone changes on many levels. The power of the agent and the
lawyer has become even stronger, and yet in some ways not as strong,
as the business needs of individual clients have evolved and become
more diverse. How in your view has the role of the lawyer changed? 

CE: The role of a lawyer in the American entertainment
system has always been a far more proactive role than their
counterparts in Australia and the United Kingdom. In those countries,
agents largely structure the deals and the lawyers get involved just to
‘paper’ a deal that’s already been done.  The concept that an actor, a
writer, or a director might have an agent and a manager and a lawyer
still doesn’t exist in those countries today. If it does, it’s the exception
rather than the rule.  In the US more and more clients have agents and

lawyers, and now a growing number of them have managers as well.
Whereas in the past, typically only actors had managers, now you
find that writers and directors are looking for managers as well to
complete their team. 

TBOF: What do they all do apart from each charging a percent to
the client? 

CE: A prospective client recently asked me "How does this all
work?" To me, it’s like looking at the Olympic Rings and how they
overlap each other. Today the various roles are not as defined and
specific as they used to be.  However, there is a very specific role for
an agent in representing people who are largely ‘employees for hire.’
If you’re a director or writer who is dependent upon a studio or a 3rd
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party hiring you, an agent plays a very specific role. Because the
agency is set up to ‘cover’ the studios, they know the open directing
assignments and the opening writing assignments, and they perform
what used to be the agent’s traditional role – procuring work for their
clients.  If on the other hand you represent a director who writes his
own material, who’s not looking to work as an employee for hire in
the studio system, but wants to be actively involved in his own
material, the role is far different. In that case, the client is looking to
the agent, as well as to the lawyer, to make the introductions to give
them the opportunity to put together a film where they can remain in
control of their own property. One of the biggest frustrations for
directors and writers inside the studio system is that you can find
yourself in ‘development hell.’ There’s a project you passionately
want to direct or make, three or four years have gone by, there have
been several re-writes, there’s been a change in management at the
studio and the executive who was passionate about it has now gone
to another studio. When clients have passionate projects that they
want to protect, there’s a role for the agent and the lawyer to step up
and try to find creative ways to put those projects together. The
biggest change in the role I see lawyers playing is that 18 years ago,
when the independent film business world was starting to boom, the
agency system and clients, in general, shuddered at the idea of getting
caught up in what they thought was an independent film. People were
insecure wondering, "Will I get paid? Will these films actually get

made? What will happen?"  Then there was a period of 10 to 12 years
where the independent film world flourished and people realized they
could actually make films outside of the studio system, have a greater
degree of control financially and creatively, and if the film was
successful, there was a real economic upside. With the downturn in
the success of the independent film industry in the last 3 to 4 years,
agents and managers representing high-end talents now feel that if
the opportunity is there to work within the studio system, there’s a
preference to do it, because at least you know that the film is likely
to get made, and if it does and the film is going over budget, then
there’s more money to hopefully finish it. If somebody enters into a
development deal, there’s a prospect of having the finance to hire a
decent writer and to attach a decent cast. The problem for
independent films, or a lot of them, is that piecing together the
financing has become more and more challenging.  We as lawyers,
working with the agents, have to look around and find new creative
ways to put the pieces of the puzzle together, and the last twelve
months have been as difficult as any period of time. We all say that
it’s more difficult than ever before, but a couple of factors have
contributed. One, the U.S. dollar has gotten incredibly weak
compared to worldwide currencies. There was attractiveness to
making a film in Australia when not so long ago the Australian dollar
was at 50 cents. It peaked at a high of 80 and is now drifting around
the low 70’s. For a producer to think about making a film in Australia,
the exchange rate is no longer as favorable.  Given that a producer
would be shifting control of their project to a location 14 hours away,
they have to start to think, "Does it make sense?" Changes in some of
the incentives that were offered in Australia, such as 10BA, are
largely gone. Now there’s a rebate available that gives the producer
some degree of certainty, but costs in Australia have gone up, and it’s
not as attractive as it used to be. The exchange rate with the Canadian
dollar is more expensive, but they are in our backyard. The recent
changes to available benefits in England, has thrown a lot of

independent production into complete chaos. This has impacted not
only films that were planning production and counting on tax and
other financing incentives in the UK, but also films that are actually
counting on these incentives to complete post-production.  

TBOF: The currency factor, when one considers increased costs
around the world, is a temporary fluctuation that is dependent on
worldwide situations beyond our control. The challenge for studios to
find ways from an internal viewpoint to make a movie more cost
efficient is why a large number of films have gone overseas. Even
with the currency increase, they’re still saving substantially over
what they could do it for in the US. For an independent movie, the
difference between five million and eight million is a lot; for a studio,
the difference between 10 million and 30 million is a lot.  It’s all
relative.  Given that mix and that situation, going back to your clients
and the role that you play, first: where do you now see yourself trying
to direct them, and second: the Sale and Leaseback in the UK and
10BA in Australia was all about abuse.  It happens in the film
business time and time again. The industry has a window of finance,
someone finds a way to push the envelope to the maximum, and
everyone loses. 

CE: I think you’re right. If you look at the cycle of incentive
based financing in the last 15 or 20 years, there have always been
ebbs and flows.  A country introduces a form of incentive to
encourage local film production, and then they do a cost analysis and
find that what they’re actually paying out has nothing to do with
creating quality product, it’s just an excuse for people to create a tax
deduction. Then there’s a pulling back and, like water, it finds its own
level.  One of the things that you’re actually starting to see finally in
this country is that more and more states are trying to create
opportunities for encouraging local production in the United States,
and when you look at the world political spectrum at the moment, I
think there are many people who are quite happy to make films at
home.  There are a lot of factors that are contributing to the present
dilemma.  If you look at the average cost of producing a film today
compared to where it was five and ten years ago, it’s ludicrous that a
low budget film is now $16-20 million dollars.  
The reason Warner Independent, Universal Focus, and Fine Line
exist is that the studios have set up divisions specifically designed to
make films under or within the $20 million dollar range. A
mainstream studio today is almost not considering films at that
budget level anymore, because by the time Paramount, Warner Bros.,
or Universal markets one of those films, it’s no longer a $20 million
dollar investment, it’s a $50 million dollar investment at a minimum.
If one looks at how films are performing in general, it’s a very tough
market out there. The ability to keep a film in theaters today has
become very difficult.  In reality, you hear about a studio trying to
buy an opening weekend.  By putting a film out with 3000 prints, you
hope that you get enough attraction on the first weekend that it will
play for at least 4 or 5 weeks. The problem is that today, with rare
exception, you can’t platform a film as a committed marketing
strategy.  The idea that you’re going to put a film out today on 150
screens, let the word of mouth build, and then it’s going to hit 500 and
then 1000 and 1500 screens is almost inconceivable. 
The cost of television advertising is so expensive. If you’re going to
spend dollars on something other than regional advertising, you
might as well have it out on 1500 prints. The problem is, if your film
only performs marginally, there’s too much other product waiting in
the pipeline, and the exhibitors won’t give you the screen space.  
It’s very hard today. When a client comes to me with a great idea for
a film, with a great script, whether it’s a producer or a director, the
first thing I think about is, "How we can get the film financed?" Then
you have to ask, "Okay, if we get the film financed, who’s going to
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see this film?"  What elements are going to be in this film that will
attract financing?  And you realize there are only a limited number of
actors that truly mean something in today’s marketplace.  And then
you decide, "Ok, do I need to pre-sell this film domestically, or do I
make the film first?"  Once you get to a certain budget level, if you
don’t have domestic distribution in place, it’s very, very hard to get
your film financed.  What hasn’t changed is that the majority of films
that get made today without distribution don’t get U.S. distribution.
There is no video business to speak of per se.  Films licensed in
Europe without domestic distribution, for the most part, go straight to
TV, and have an incremental value that’s next to nothing.  The days
of Germany being worth 10-12% of the budget or Japan 10-12% of
the budget, without a strong domestic theatrical release, forget it.  I
think we’re going through a cycle at the moment where you either

must have elements attached that will attract distribution, or you’re
going to make small independent films with unknown casts.  There
will still be the occasional breakout film that will surprise everyone.  

TBOF: Do you think you are in a stronger position to help
facilitate projects on behalf of your clients, than say 15 years ago?

CE: I think it’s a stronger position, but it’s also a more
challenging one because I find that I’ll pick up the phone to the
production executives who are looking for independent films and
send over a script and more and more, it’s become clear that it’s not
enough that the material is good and the project has a good director.
The response is "Come back to us when you have a cast attached!"
Then you have to go through the system of working your way
through the agents representing talent with the struggle of ‘how do
you get a cast member attached to a script when you’re not in a
position to make pay or play offers?’ What I have noticed in the last

twelve months is that there is still a shortage of material out there,
and actors want to work. Although we as lawyers want our clients to
get paid their value in the market, if you find them the opportunity to
work on a great piece of good material that’s going to potentially
elevate their career, then you take it.  Currently, I have a client who
has directed five movies. This critically acclaimed director has been
approached to direct a film and the price that he’s being offered is
significantly less than his market price. He has a film that will be

released this year that I think could do a lot of business, and he said
to me, "What should I do here?" I said, "Look, I never want to
discourage a client from directing a piece of material based on
money. If it’s truly a passionate piece for you, something that you
think is going to elevate your career, then don’t turn it down."
Beyond that, I said, "If it’s not that, then you really have to think, "Is
this helping my career in the long run and is it financially
worthwhile?"  Part of my job is going back to the studio, whether it’s
Warner Independent or Universal Focus or Working Title, and saying,
"Ok, we’re willing to play ball with you up front, but then, in success,
we expect that our client should have an opportunity to get paid
whole."  To me, being paid whole isn’t getting some participation in
an adjusted gross position.  Rather, it’s a meaningful piece of a real
backend, which is not necessarily first dollar gross but something
close to it. Otherwise, what’s the incentive to do it?

TBOF: That raises an interesting question, because then we come
into the realm of relationships and how important relationships are.
In some instances, they are the only key. I think people underestimate
how important those relationships are over a length of time.  Also, I
think many people don’t realize when they’re trying to get into the
business, or even sometimes when they’re in the business trying to
make movies, that, as much as we want to control the creative end,
movies become a commodity. There are different levels, and at each
level it becomes a different kind of business. 

CE: There are two points.  First, you raise the issue of
relationships and how critical they are.  When I came to the U.S. 19
years ago, my original intention was to be here for 2 or 3 years, learn
something about the business, and then go back to Australia.  One of
the things I discovered very quickly about this town, is that, yes, it’s
important to be a good lawyer but there are a lot of good lawyers who
know how to negotiate a contract. What really makes a difference is
the ability to pick up the phone and have a conversation with
someone on the other end who can make a difference.  It’s the ability
to pick up the phone and call Mark Ordesky or Harvey Weinstein or
Peter Rice and say, "I’ve got a client who has a great project.  This is
something you should really look at."  What happens is, over time,
when they see the caliber of clients you represent and the projects
you’ve been involved with, they accept the fact that there’s a degree
of credibility in what you have to say.  And whereas they might not
buy into the project, the chances are if you give them a script to read
on a Friday, by early the early part of the following week, they will
hopefully have looked at it. The problem is that if you don’t have
those relationships, then a book or a script or a project or a film can
go to the bottom of the pile, and weeks and months can go by, and
you won’t get a response.  It’s also the ability to think outside of the
box and find creative ways to solve problems that makes a difference.
I think, more and more, that’s the role that lawyers are finding
themselves playing.  Problems arise everyday of the week, and I find
that half of my day is spent negotiating deals and the other half is
trying to put out fires.  

TBOF: Do you have an example of thinking or acting creatively that
you could share with us? Is it about knowing where the latest tax soft
money is, or is it about knowing the facts of the scheme in Mexico? 

CE: A year and a half ago, a client of mine encouraged me to
drive to Hollywood to see a short film that someone was editing.  I
watched this film, and it was truly one of the most extraordinary short
films I’d ever seen.  At the time, Sundance selections were in mid-
process, and I called up somebody I know very well at Sundance and
said, "Look, I’m sending over a short film that you have to watch."
They watched the film, called me back almost immediately, and

Craig A. Emanuel and Charles Stone on the set of Mr. 3000
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agreed it was truly an extraordinary film.  The film probably would
have gotten into the festival anyway because Sundance is very good
about watching everything, but I think my call certainly helped get
some focused attention.  The film played at Sundance and then got
nominated for an Academy Award this year.  Now the director has
two potential studio deals.  Having a good sense of the material and
then looking at the relationships that I’ve had has made a big
difference.  I’ve been able to take that short film, send it to people
around town, and help set up meetings for the client.  Working with
young directors out of the Sundance lab and introducing them to people
fulfilling.  A couple of years ago, I was representing a director out of
the Sundance lab who had written a script called "The Mudge Boy" –
it was an extraordinarily well-written script.  At the same time, there
was a film called "The Dangerous Lives of Altar Boys" directed by a
client of mine, Peter Care.  One of the stars of "The Dangerous Lives
of Altar Boys" is Emile Hirsch.  Emile’s manager and I met at the
Sundance premiere of "The Dangerous Lives of Altar Boys." The
manager read "The Mudge Boy," and thought it would be a fantastic
project for Emile. The film ended up getting made and premiered at
Sundance. Now the director’s career is starting to take off. 

TBOF: And what’s not fun about what you do?

CE: What’s not fun for me is that it used to be a fun business
to be part of, but a lot of the fun has disappeared.  I think the deals
have become more cutthroat. There’s a lot of pressure on everybody,
and therefore the mood of people that you deal with has become a
little mean-spirited.  I now find myself in a business where not only
are agents looking to pick up clients from other agencies, but also
lawyers aren’t much better. I don’t want to spend half my day
thinking, "Am I OK with my clients?"  I want to spend 100% of my
day figuring out how I can make my client’s life better. I don’t mind
the struggle of getting deals done, but when it’s not a fun process,
then it’s harder to get up in the morning.

TBOF: But don’t you think that’s partly because you’re not young
anymore? (Craig laughs) Is it because you’ve mellowed?  Is it
because you have more experience? I agree with you, I think that the
80s & 90s, with the advent of the independent business as we know
it today, was the best of times. I am not sure if as many people in the
business today really love film and the filmmaking process.

CE: I think that money has become a pre-occupation, an
obsession. I do love film.  I’m quite happy to go to Sundance and
watch five films a day.  I don’t limit myself to watching films where
there’s a director or writer or actor who doesn’t have representation.
I just want to see what’s being made and what filmmakers are coming
out with.  I think that one of the hard things for me is that as my own
career has continued to evolve there’s more and more responsibility.
I’m co -chairman of the department. I have to make sure there’s
enough work to keep everybody busy.  So the ability to take on pet
projects that I really love becomes a function of how much time I
have in a day. I’m almost at a point where if I take on something new,
I have to give up something. Now, when a new piece of business
comes in or a new prospective client comes in, I have to ask myself:
"Is this something I need to do, or is it something I want to do, or is
it something I have to add to the pot?"  
TBOF: I think it also may be taking away the creativity of who
you are as a person too, because then you just become a function of
society – that society being the firm you work within.  

CE: But I still read every piece of material that’s written by my
clients – even prospective clients.  I still read the material, because
for me, it can’t just be about dollars and cents.  I really have to

believe in the clients I represent. I have to believe and support their
work because I still believe that part of my job is not only
representing my clients but also representing them in the community.
I couldn’t be a sales advocate for a client whose work I didn’t respect  

TBOF: Have you found that your clients have been loyal to you?

CE: I think in general my clients have been very loyal.  I think
invariably you lose some clients or there are some clients with whom
you spend a lot of time and nothing happens in their career, and so
you move on.  Then one day you wake up and pick up the "trades"
and discover that person is signing some huge deal.  But that’s part of
life.  It’s the same issue that distributors face today because of the
projects that they passed on.

TBOF: You joined Loeb and Loeb six years ago. How hard was it
to go from a firm you had been involved in starting to a firm the size
of Loeb and Loeb? 

CE: I joined Denton Hall in 1985 at a point in time when
Denton Hall was looking to have a significant presence in Los
Angeles, and the practice grew very quickly from three lawyers to 18.
In 1987, five of us decided we wanted to start our own boutique
practice, and that was in existence from 1987 until 1998.  A number
of things then happened.  My partner, Nigel Sinclair left the firm to
become a partner in Intermedia.  On of the reasons we decided not to
remain as Tenenbaum Emanuel and Fleer is that the nature of what
lawyers do, especially in the entertainment field, has changed.  More
and more today, clients don’t just do one thing.  I look at some of
these boutique firms and know that they have to refer out their
corporate work, their litigation, etc.  If their clients need wills they
send them off somewhere else. When you have clients who are
making a lot of money and paying 5% of that to a lawyer, I think
you’ve got to bring something more to the table than just being able
to look over a contract. Now, if I have a client interested in doing a
Broadway musical based on a film they’ve directed, or they want to
do a soundtrack deal, or if they are interested in making a film
independently and need someone to do the bank finance work, the
fact that I can do all of this under one roof, in my view, means better
representation to the client.  One person can’t be an expert in all
fields. Additionally, Loeb has lawyers that do nothing but
entertainment related litigation.  
We have a whole trademark department. If someone’s doing a
soundtrack deal for a movie, very few film and TV lawyers know the
first thing about the music business, because it’s a very different

Craig Emanuel relaxing in Cannes
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business.  But I get to walk down the corridor, speak to one of my
partners who not only understands the deal backwards and forwards but
also knows the executives on the other side who are negotiating the deal.  
Here’s a perfect example.  A client is going off to do an independent film.
The production company is a new entity in England who says they have
financing in place through XYZ, and company A has agreed to put up
distribution advances. The chances are, someone in my office has either
dealt with these entities or knows of them.  Or if they haven’t heard of
them, immediately that’s a red flag to me, and I’m able to assess: "Do I
need to have my client’s money in escrow before this film starts?  Is this
really going to happen?"  If the other side says that Movisions is behind
the project, or another sale and leaseback company, one of my colleagues
can pick up the phone and call them and ask. For me, that’s better
representation. When you look at what’s happening to the boutique firms
today, a lot of them are slowly starting to come to the same realization:
that it’s very hard to be a small boutique practice because the business is
in a continual process of change and has changed markedly from what it
was 6 years ago. The huge packaging fees and overall Television deals
aren’t around anymore, and I think clients today like to be able to do one-
stop shopping.  

TBOF: The impression I get from talking with you is that for the
lawyer or agent today, it’s a question of experience. The complexity
of the business, and the way the necessary strands are interlocking,
interdependent, and interrelated requires a lawyer to know much
more than 10 or 15 years ago. One has to know how to use that to
the best advantage for your clients and each individual client is
different. I don’t know if the power base, as such, is more than it was
before. I think, in the overall structure, that the power base is bigger
and therefore there’s much more responsibility. The way the
structure existed 10 years ago, the power of one was actually very
powerful, because the relationships in those days were totally
different.  Now, you have to have relationships built over the last ten
years to make ‘the power base" more powerful. So in effect one
becomes the Facilitator.

CE: I think that’s exactly right. One thing I have found is that
clients basically want to go to work, and they want to know that the
people who represent them either have access to information or
access to people.  When clients come into this office – whether I
have the individual access or my partners have the access – it’s there
and we can improve the terms of their deals better.  
If you love this business, it can’t only be about the money. Some of
the great films you see unfortunately are not going to make a lot of
money. I sometimes look at a reel from a director and think, "It’s
going to take a while, but the talent is there and I’m going to invest
the time."  That’s still the fun part of the business for me.  We were
talking about the "Dangerous Lives of Altar Boys."  That’s one
aspect of my business that I really love: watching someone’s career
unfold.  To be part of someone’s growing business is really
satisfying. Working with Robert Rodriguez is a great case in point,
seeing how his career has developed has been amazing. Not only is
he a writer/director/producer, he also writes his own music, does his
own digital effects, he’s an editor  - there’s almost nothing that
Robert can’t do, and that’s exciting.  Being involved with Elijah
Wood and being a part of The Lord of the Rings was an exciting
period of history.  Those are the fun things.

TBOF: A question I frequently ask is: Where do you think the
gut feeling comes from? In your case, when you look at a piece of
work and think this director/writer has talent, is it from your
background because you grew up around film with your family
involved in the movie business?  Is it because you love film? I
believe ‘gut feeling’ is what separates the real filmmakers with a

passion for the process of filmmaking from people who are just
‘playing’ in the business, and I believe that ‘gut feeling’ is a crucial
element on which the business pivots because from that sensitivity
come films like Bend It Like Beckham or A Greek Wedding, or any
of the other great cost efficient independent films that have made a
‘breakthrough.’ Where does your ‘gut feeling’ come from? 

CE: As I mentioned previously, I read all of my clients’
material, and I read prospective clients’ material.  I probably read, on
average, three to four scripts a week, which for a lawyer is actually
a lot.  That’s 200 scripts a year.  After a while, you start to develop
a sense of what’s good material and what isn’t, what’s well written
and what isn’t. And that’s different from what’s commercial and
what isn’t commercial. You develop a sense of reading a script and
seeing the film in front of you.  When you watch a director’s
commercial reel and you see a style and a flair, you can say, "This
guy knows how to direct actors" or "He knows how to create a sense
of style."  I probably watch between 150 and 200 movies a year.  I
love film.  I’m very comfortable sitting down and talking to
directors, because I know that medium well.  I think directors relate
to that.  I worked on film sets when I was younger, so if a director
has a problem in post-production I don’t have to read the manual to
understand what the problem is.  I often understand what the
problem is, and I can talk to the director and the producer and be
helpful in trying to solve the problem.  You develop what you call a
‘gut feeling’ about what is good and what isn’t.

TBOF: Are most of your clients directors?

CE: Probably 60% of my clients are directors.  When a director
turns in a cut and the studio or the producer wants to make changes,
keeping everybody happy is a challenge.  It happens with directors who
are doing $100 million dollar pictures and it happens to directors making
$2 million dollar pictures.  One of the most important things I have found
over the years is to keep the parties talking. 
Year after year, I find that I have the same conversations with
directors, unless you’re a final cut director. Even then it’s still not a
perfect world, but most of the time you find there’s a place where you
can reach an acceptable middle ground.  I think part of the role of
being a good lawyer is almost being a therapist.  It’s not about
pointing to a provision in the contract.  It’s again about having access
to people on the other side of the deal and saying, "Look, we all need
to figure this out, because the last thing we need is an unhappy
director bad-mouthing the film which isn’t helpful to anyone."

TBOF: Finally, are you a frustrated director? Perhaps in your next
life?

CE: I’m still hoping it will be in this life.  I’m definitely either
a frustrated director or a frustrated producer.  Recently, I was away at
a retreat with my 11 year old son and, apart from being responsible
for a group of 7th graders, one of my jobs was actually to document
the weekend. I shot three hours of tape, and by the Monday night I
already had it on my computer, had started to edit it, and was ready
to add music and titles. That’s really fun for me. I definitely have a
plan that at some point in the next twelve months, I want to direct a
short film or do something creative.  Maybe option a piece of
material and see if I can do something with that. If I direct a short
film, I definitely wouldn’t do it in my name, because I’ll want an
honest response as to how good or how bad it really is.  

TBOF: (Laughing) You promise?

CE: I promise. (Laughing back)
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Are you ready to make waves?

4–8 October 2004 • Palais des Festivals, Cannes, France • www.mipcom.com

Last year, more than 10,000 TV industry professionals
from 93 countries attended MIPCOM, doing more than
€500m worth of business.

Register now for MIPCOM 2004 – five days in Cannes
where you can buy and sell programming, promote your
services and make contact with potential partners.
Advertise in the MIPCOM Publications and promote
yourself to the world. With all the major players on hand,
it’s the place where the crucial deals are made.

If you are a British company, you can benefit from a UK
Trade and Investment subsidy providing your stand is
booked in time.
For more information, feel free to contact Peter Rhodes on 
020 7528 0086 (peter.rhodes@reedmidem.com) or go to
www.mipcom.com.

Come to where the action is.
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THE WHITE COUNTESS

THERESE RAQUIN

HIGH TIDE

HEIGHTS

HIGH ROLLER: THE STU UNGAR STORY

TREASURE ISLAND KIDS

THE WHITE COUNTESS
A MERCHANT IVORY PRODUCTION
Cast: RALPH FIENNES  NATASHA RICHARDSON  VANESSA REDGRAVE
Screenplay by KAZUO ISHIGURO Produced by ISMAIL MERCHANT
Directed by JAMES IVORY   USA Theatrical: SONY CLASSICS PICTURES   In Pre-Production

THERESE RAQUIN
Cast: FRANKA POTENTE  JOSEPH FIENNES Based on the Novel by EMILE ZOLA 
Produced by STEFAN VORZACEK & LUDVIK NEMEC —  LUMARFILM LTD. 
MICKEY LIDDEL & GREG  BERLANTI —  BERLANTI-LIDDEL PRODUCTIONS  
Written & Directed by CHARLIE STRATTON   In Pre-Production

HIGH TIDE
BIG SCREEN ACTION IN THE WILD ALASKAN FRONTIER —
AN ACTION ADVENTURE THRILLER NOW IN PRE-PRODUCTION.
A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE IN THE TRADITION OF TWISTER; THE RIVER WILD; AND THE EDGE.  
Produced by DEMITRI SAMAHA  TODD FELLMAN GRANT BRADLEY 
Executive Producer MARK HULJICH Directed by DALE G. BRADLEY

HEIGHTS
A MERCHANT IVORY PRODUCTION 
Cast: GLENN CLOSE  ELIZABETH BANKS  ERIC BOGOSIAN  JESSE BRADFORD
JAMES MARSDEN  ISABELLA ROSSELLINI  GEORGE SEGAL  RUFUS WAINWRIGHT    
Screenplay by AMY FOX with additional screenplay material by CHRIS TERRIO
Produced by ISMAIL MERCHANT and RICHARD HAWLEY   Directed by CHRIS TERRIO 
USA Theatrical: SONY CLASSICS PICTURES
Screening in Cannes:
May 13 8:00 pm Riviera 1   
May 14 10:00 am Olympia 7  
May 15 12:00 pm Olympic  7 

HIGH ROLLER: THE STU UNGAR STORY
Cast: MICHAEL IMPERIOLI  PAT MORITA  MICHAEL NOURI   
Written and Directed by A.W. VIDMER Website: www.stueymovie.com 
Screening in Cannes:
May 12 5:30 pm Riviera 7    
May 13 10:00 am Olympic 9    
May 14 10:00 pm Riviera 1 

TREASURE ISLAND KIDS
THE NEXT GREAT TRILOGY FROM NEW ZEALAND!
Each film is in Post-Production.
Trailers for each are available for screening in Global's Cannes office. 
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Thinking Out Of The Box 2004
A MAGNA CARTA

For Independent Producers

Deadline Cannes 2004: The Business
Of Film final article in our series on
independent film finance addresses

the many fundamental changes that have
taken place over the last 20 years; the film
industry’s resistance to apply new thinking to
solve old problems; and its imbedded reliance
on outmoded methods of conducting business
that bear no reality to the underlying
economic structures on which today’s film
industry operates.
The challenge for independent producers is
to comprehend these changes so that they
can facilitate projects in 2004 and beyond.
Thinking Out Of The Box is not only
necessary, but also directly allied to the
wealth than can be generated for the effort
involved in producing films.  Our article
puts in perspective the archaic thinking of
the past 50 years and presents the New
Magna Carta for Independent Producers
who recognize that it’s time to shift gears
and Think Out Of The Box.
In 2004, the financial reality of Hollywood’s
business angst in relation to independent
film finance availability has hit independent
producers very hard. The recent AFM
market activity and related business buzz
signal the death of everything that was true
in relation to how the film business used to
work. The twists and turns of the financial
ifs and buts, while much talked about, have
not behaviorally affected how independent
producers execute the fundamentals of film

production in the face of the new operative
business culture. 
The market trends of the past fifty years are
over. Thinking Out Of The Box is now the
new viable operative culture. 
In Hollywood, the film business Magna Carta
underlying foundations have not changed. To
make money, a successful film must deliver a
great story, brilliant acting, sublime direction,
and combine competent execution of all
production and marketing tasks. 
All of the foregoing elements are integral and
still necessarily the prime ingredients of any
film business success.
Thinking Out Of The Box does not in any
way detract from the applied knowledge
implicit in the above nor from the substance
for film business success. However, the day-
to-day operating charter – in terms of new
technology, delivery platform multiplicity,
market economic structure, and capital
market film finance availability – has
changed all of the industry’s fundamental
dynamics. 
The degree and pace of these specific
environmental changes have been so dramatic
that keeping abreast of these developments
inside the operative culture of the Hollywood
Magna Carta is a mission in its own right.
Inability to be an ‘independent thinker’ makes
the task impossible for many who are set in
their archaic ways of doing business. 
The fact is that, today, trying to make a
significant return on filmed entertainment

proportional to what quality filmmaking
deserves is near to impossible inside the
Hollywood Magna Carta as it stands. 
The operative culture now demands Thinking
Out Of The Box and forging ahead with a
new structural paradigm. 

The actuality of 2004 demands that the
film industry follow new rules taken
from a new age deal map. Although in

the current marketplace the film finance
environment remains very harsh, there are
windows of great opportunity when Thinking
Out Of The Box. Continuing to operate in the
established Hollywood Magna Carta will
frustrate almost every film deal independent
producers make in 2004 and beyond.  The
insight of the Independent Producers Magna
Carta is not so much about the details of
market change (as they are impossible to
predict). It is fundamentally about the
ongoing underlying philosophy of how the
film business operates.  
Every player, from a first time micro-budget
independent producer to studio head, must
acknowledge that no company or individual
– big or small – is immune or sheltered from
the spiraling vortex of change occurring in
our business.
Thinking Out Of The Box: A Magna Carta
For Independent Producers 2004 is the tool
of empowerment when tackling Hollywood
and the roadmap to making films in the new
operative culture. 

F INANCE CANNES 2004

Governments understanding the value added tax of entertainment continue to promote incentives for film makers worldwide.
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For Cannes 2003, The Business Of Film is
introducing “The Deal Maker,” the alter ego
of every established and budding producer
whether funded by vast resources or merely an
American Express card. 
In the last few years “Financing in the Film
Business” has become the buzz phrase at
various festivals and markets where organized
Finance Seminars pull in the The Dream
Catcher. The world of film financing is
complex and, by nature, requires a yin-yang
vision to not only fully comprehend the
financial position but also utilize it to its best
advantage. 
We are not suggesting that we have all the
answers. No one does. But we are strongly
advising that within this feature lies a wealth of
information that can truly be accessed once
you possess both the Yin and the Yang. 

SECTION II

APPROPRIATE APPROACH THINKING (AAT)

To create the most effective deal outcome in the complex
global film finance environment, it is essential to make use of
‘appropriate approach thinking.’ The analytical nature of
‘approach’ techniques leads to the following essential new
Independent Magna Carta insights.

MAXIMIZING DEAL MIX 

In such a diverse film finance capital market, it is critical to
get the best deal mix available from the panoply of global
choices impacting the business culture. Lack of knowledge or
mistaken analysis of what could or could not be done costs
millions if the deal thinking is wrong.

OPPORTUNITY COST ASSESSMENT VS. 
FIRST DEAL CHOICE 

The Thinking Out Of The Box Player sees as much import in
what is NOT in a deal as what is INSIDE the deal corridor. 

Outcomes are often not modeled in terms of either real value
or true underlying deal cost. The first deal that comes in the
door often masks the real costs of those deal choices in the
field that are otherwise available. 

REWARDS OF OPTIMIZING OPPORTUNITY

The results of a critical and huge box office success when
structured under an optimal independent deal can be more
significant than any studio deal (as Passion of Christ
illustrates).

Today, the magic of off-balance-sheet finance and soft money
deal structure can weave deal results that are collaborative
wins for both sides of the film business equation.  

THE WIN-WIN STRUCTURED DEAL

Many films today may be better structured around the studio
system than inside it for all parties including the studio. The
revolutionary aspect of this deal chip is that it can be a win-
win deal for all industry participants. 

In the event of success, better-structured deals lower studio
risk and increase returns to all deal participants. Given that
this is so, many new ways exist to redraw the current film
business obstacles. 

THE HIGH RISK BUSINESS ANALYSIS 

The capital market task of those who seek to attract
investment grade finance products to a film deal is to cater to
the risk curve of the end user. 

SECTION I

THE GENERIC PROBLEMS 

STUDIO MONEY: IS IT FRIEND OR FOE?

Any 2004 film, where the deal premise relies on a studio-
related entity as the prime deal chip, risks losing deal
momentum due to becoming a victim of studio politics
and/or studio control. 

New film business charter reality sees a major paradigm
shift where all the traditional roles that film finance play
have switched into reverse. The studio multinational punch
line today is “We will give you a dollar later, but only if
you give us two or more of your dollars now.”

DEVELOPMENT FINANCE IS A PRE-CONDITION!

Development capital in this context means sufficient deal
economic resources to secure and develop: a viable selling
script to attract participating talent/production/marketing
elements; sales agents; potential co-producers/co-
financiers and/or distributors/hard money investors; a
proper draft budget related to the finance plan; an adequate
deal finance strategy with money to pay for initial banking,
legal and other expert fees; where needed sufficient
resources to facilitate element acquisition including pay-
or-play deposits; and resources sufficient to accomplish all
pre-conditional pre-production activity required to lock all
finance elements down. 

The ability to green light film finance issues is directly
proportional to the deal maker’s ability to solve the cube-
like interlocking of all the necessary deal elements that
must be attracted and attached seamlessly and
simultaneously to the project. The entry barrier most
current Hollywood deals face comes in the cost of funding
foreign deal film finance explorations, which is not
inexpensive. Films with sufficient development resources
stand a better-than-average chance of obtaining money. 

FILM PROPERTY VALUES ARE GOING DOWN!

The cost pressure from development finance is dragging
down the value of film property rights absent a viable US
domestic market for such film properties.

The evidence is that most film projects are stuck in
development hell, either in or outside the studio system. A
deal going nowhere has by definition a zero value.  For the
most part, past failed development money spends and
inappropriate attachments create terminal negative deal
values for many film properties. 

THE INDEPENDENT MAGNA CARTA
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SECTION III

SPECIFIC CHARTER FACTORS OF
APPROPIATE APPROACH THINKING (AAT)

MARKET VIABILITY OF INDEPENDENT PRODUCT

US DOMESTIC MARKET VIABILITY

The market actuality is that the Hollywood Studios in risk aversion mode see
independent film only as a profit center.  

• From their prospective, the mentality is ‘Why risk advance or P&A money?’ when
they can more easily make a killing on DVD and the waterfall of other rights despite
the proven ability of both to add value to downstream rights 

• Many independents have seen box office hopes destroyed by zero-to-token release
efforts made to meet legal requirements because of the profit-to-risk ratio inside the
studio game. The economics of a crowded distribution pipeline favor in-house studio
fare where the whole dollar, not just a fee, is recovered.

• Advances and commitments are still possible, but one has to offer the studio machine
some money ‘magic’ to make it all happen, and even then there is a question mark. The
studio can earn more on its out-of-house investments by taking less risk. The trick is
that the money ‘magic’ used to change this posture must be good.  

WORLD MARKET VIABILITY

• In the current volatile worldwide market, an Out Of The Box Thinker has to be precise
and cut the deal cloth to a marketable reception for the project at hand. 

• The need to forecast certainty for all projects can only be served by engaging the
services of professionals involved in the world film sales arena.  

• The industry ‘rules of thumb’ are no longer a guide to what may happen. The nature
of the current world market is too fragile for those rules to be applied. 

SOFT MONEY

• The tax shelters, tax rebates, tax subsidies, and all other forms of financial incentive
now offered around the world provide a multiplicity of choices. 

• The newcomers are numerous and include a growing list of onshore US states.
Nation/state specific programs that cannot be double-dipped do not offer the financial
substance needed to fill the economic deal hole made from a weak pre-sales market.
Fundamentally, they lack the off-balance-sheet lure of past tax shelter deal structures
seen in Australia, the UK, and Germany. 

• The best combination of soft money is the double or multi-dip that allows incentives
to be combined with tax shelters and/or other incentive money. In the First Quarter
2004, the UK Government announced UK tax shelter law changes that disabled a
major deal chip in the world film finance scene. 
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ASSESSMENT OF UK TAX INCENTIVES
That the Sale and Lease Back deals appeared to be fine gave heart to many. Masked in all of this is the fact that S48, the major Sale
and Lease Back section allowing 100% write-offs in Year One, is due to end in July 2005. The import here is that only films assured
of being completed before this date can effectively use this tax shelter. Every passing day cuts off the window to use this section,
and, by mid 2004 without an agreed extension date, it must be considered a dead letter. In its place comes a new scheme offering
a 20% cash incentive, but not as a tax shelter. The details of this new deal are yet to be worked out. While Section 42 still remains,
the three-year write-off period kills Sale and Lease Back deal economics as well as the shelter’s investor sale-ability. Even if
revived, the new intense scrutiny on the degree of British elements makes the double/triple-dips harder acts to pull off. The abuse
of co-production treaty deals that were UK barren in terms of actual film production elements has – as we predicted – come home
to roost. The impact of this one change is that many deals in the works, and even approved, are either dead or scrambling to find
another soft money piece. Such abuse has lead to uncertainty of this once vital deal chip.

USING TAX INCENTIVES

• The UK Sale and Lease Back was a key factor in many
double-dip plays where ‘money for nothing’ added a vital
deal chip whilst also facilitating the double/triple-dip plays
across Europe, Canada, and the Pacific Rim.  

• Tax shelter play is viable everywhere, but new deal-models
must overcome a legacy of structuring clampdowns. Many
new dedicated tax shelter laws are specifically intra-
national and do not singularly fill the deal finance hole left
by the demise of pre-sale financing or the UK Sale and
Lease Back factor in the soft money area.  

• The only way of widening intra-national portal potentials
to the above is to include some foreign element to the
jurisdiction deal through the magic of international co-
production deal structuring. New deal models must be
based on what is possible, not what was doable, but what
will in practice be marginal. 

COMPLETION BOND GUARANTEES

• The reduction in the number of bond companies in the
market has left smoking guns in the area of independent
film finance. 

• The problem facing today’s independent film business is
the complex nature of pre-sale, gap and soft money
transaction interdependence that leaves completion bond
guarantors potentially liable for any shortfall in funding. 

COMPLETION BOND GUARANTEES (CONT.)

• Smaller budget films under $2m may not be bondable
because the premium is not worth the effort relative to the
risk. 

• Bond companies have to be certain of the production
money and know where and when it occurs. A deal-breaker
for completion guarantors is that some soft money tax
incentives are never certain. 

HARD EQUITY

• Equity money inside the business is hard to find, but co-
financing or co-production investors within the business
are often found by constructing good deals. 

• Outside the business, equity can bridge the hole in deal
resources for those who Think Out Of The Box dependent
on the risk curve and degree of tax shelter protection on
offer. 

• The film business is risky. How risky depends on the deal
and, of more import, each deal fragment placed in the
overall financial deal chain. Innovations that re-order risk
curves and carefully combine soft and hard money
elements to reduce risk and maximize returns will win the
day. 

Use of P&A money is now the focus of new UK and other
national tax deal structuring as a way to offer lower risk of
loss plus assure returns. Such deals are not only superior
investments for investors, but the reduction in distribution
fees feeds down throughout the financial deal tree. 

F INANCE CANNES 2004

THE INDEPENDENT MAGNA CARTA

SECTION IV

APPROPRIATE APPROACH THINKING (AAT)
TO THE FUNDAMENTALS OF STRUCTURING DEALS 

USING TAX INCENTIVES 
COMPLETION BONDS

HARD EQUITY
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Currently, when films exceed budgets of two million
dollars, film market economics dictate that they have to
attract market interest and also have quality elements

attached. The genre of the picture and the nature of those
elements are often accurate pre-cursors of any project’s film
finance fate. Each is different today. You may get a cop movie
like SWAT made in a blink, but you may face a struggle with
great material, as seen with the initial turn-around placement of
About Schmidt.   

The mid-range budget picture arena from $10m-$30m is a
virtual deal vacuum. Even for monopoly player studio entities in
risk aversion mode, such projects are more and more being
partnered in co-financing/production deals. This is because even
the ‘spin masters’ have gotten it wrong. Pinocchio cost Miramax
$20m and grossed only $3.5m. Even the high profile
Confessions of a Dangerous Mind, which cost $35m, only
grossed $15.9m domestically, while the $20m Hero attained
only a token release. 

Given such results, the urge to partner and cut risk cloth better
is now a day-to-day focus. In the independent market, where
jigsaw piece-by-piece puzzle solving rules apply, the new
business charter economics have created a handbrake on the
ability to do any business. 

The new Independent Magna Carta business dictates aim
to make a $10m-$30m range film a commercially
attractive project. The deal needs to attach elements

sufficient to garner distribution interest. To do this requires time
and burns money in the development capital process. Without
the ability to attach key people and start the film finance train
moving, nothing is possible. Even with a commercial project
and attachable value-related elements, there are no guarantees –
only a chance. The reality is that, as budget numbers climb, the
ability to acquire and/or effect domestic US distribution
becomes critical to the economic viability of the whole deal.
Thinking Out Of The Box is now a major deal chip to obtain
domestic distribution in the face of a locked-down market.

The current climate favors not having to rely on obtaining a
domestic advance or even a guaranteed release through studio
related entities because it’s not possible. A better tactic is to
assume that the film finance problem includes the need to raise
independent P&A money. In the event that this is not possible
then it may be a necessary recourse to ‘do the rounds.’ Finding
out post-production that you do not have a resourced release
window adds huge layers of business risk to any equity at the

bottom of the money structure in place. 
The best hand that can ever be played is the ‘rent-a-studio’ or
‘match funds with a studio’ model, as what the big guy cannot
have he may just want. This is an edge, albeit a slim one.
Further, given the dubious past of even the best player’s
mistakes, a creative finance deal may now more than ever tempt
studio entities into making proactive risk aversion decisions.
The studio players have done best recently with small advances
that they covered not by adding to the depth of the water by
going large with theatrical releases, but rather by going small
and straight to DVD.

The magic of soft money film deal finance economics is
undoubted, but the ability to avail oneself of the magic is
constrained by cost and accessibility. In complex deals,

just the out-of-pocket up-front costs can be considerable, but
they must be fronted. The soft money may not be accessible,
which does not help on Day One if you are a jigsaw player
trying to self-finance a deal. The monopoly player has other
collateral to swing the deal; this player can wait to collect the
soft dollar windfalls. The cash-strapped collateral poor jigsaw
deal, on the other hand, needs the cash guaranteed on Day One
to get past both the banker and the completion bond guarantor.
Inability to access soft money, for example, from a future Sale
and Lease Back on Day One to the satisfaction of the banker,
guarantor, and other deal participants can be, and is, a huge deal-
breaker for every would-be jigsaw player. The reality of this is
often seen in Sale and Lease Backs where, for such deal fluidity
to exist, the film has to be completed within the tax year. Even
then this idea may scare conservative bond guarantee thinking
players, as the deal is on a short fuse.

The ONLY way to make money in the film business is to know
what you are doing so that you will not lose money. Simple
enough to say, but those who are smart at the business pull it off
only because they have an edge. The edge is experience
tempered by the discipline to not ever be exposed to
unacceptable risk. The knowing make and take only calculated
risks. They only play the odds after the in-house calculated risk
magic has stacked the deal deck in their favor. The most potent
thing about the new business charter thinking at this time lies in
the discipline to not make a deal simply for the sake of making
a deal – especially if a risk profile is not stacked favorably
toward the deal currently on the table. In the film business,
temptation is a cruel mistress as the constant stream of new
players in attendance at every film market evidences. 

SECTION V

NEW INDEPENDENT BUSINESS CHARTER
DEAL COMMENTARY
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The application of all that has been discussed is best illustrated by
describing the subtly woven choices that must be dealt with when
nailing a real deal.  Let’s assume that, at Cannes, we are approached by

a known French writer/director who wishes to remake an old studio picture
based on a famous national story. 

The story concerns a retired expatriate British criminal who was a master con
man and robbery specialist. The man is semi-retired after some years in jail.
The story concerns a double heist at a world famous casino. Double-crossing
a double-cross creates the magical twist on a twist that we all look for. The
story has a love interest between the much older protagonist and a young
homeless girl he rescues and ultimately falls in love with. 

The film needs good character actors in support roles but sinks or swims on
the fate of this sole protagonist. The story is famous in France and, with a
brand name star, will garner substantial pre-sale interest in Europe. The
budget done cheaply could be $10m, but done well with a brand name older
star comes in at $20m. A legion of internationally recognized French and UK
character actors make up the rest of the casting wish list. 

The producer happens to know the perfect star for the role and knows the
$20m is comfortable if the right support cast relative to the story can be found.
If the story setting remains in France then one, if not two, French productions
may want to come in as partners.

The first step is to see if any merit lies in adapting the story and changing
the set location to the United States or perhaps Montreal. In the United
States, the only logical shooting location that keeps the French

background and also offers soft money is Louisiana. The state’s new film
incentive program exempts the production from the state sales tax of 4%, and
wins a labor credit of 20% of the money spent on qualifying in-state labor
over a threshold level plus an investment tax credit of 15% on all in-state
production spend. The tax credits are only offset against in-state income tax
obligations; they are not a cash grant. However, under state law the credits can
be sold to in-state taxpayers. This sale can cash out the credit at the 10% level.
The mechanics are new and come at the end of the production process. The
real budget contribution of these incentives collectively depends on the in-
state spend. Films like The Runaway Jury, Unchain My Heart, and Mr. 3000
used it in 2003. The value is easily tapped by a monopoly deal. In a jigsaw
deal the bond guarantor will have concerns over the certainty and amount of
the credit. The credit is based on the amount of investment structured in-state
that is actually spent on in-state production related costs. The program
matches the Canadian incentive in quantum. For this deal model to work, the
producer will need to look at co-financing the deal onshore. The soft money,
plus money from an onshore domestic partner, with (potentially reduced)
foreign presale financing (due to location change) may do it. The soft money
should contribute at least 10% to be viable. This should be the minimum
standard whether the choice is Louisiana or Montreal.

SECTION VI

APPROPRIATE APPROACH THINKING (AAT)
A LIVE DEAL CASE STUDY
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Budget:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$20m
Funded By:
US Dom Adv: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$10m
Foreign Pre-Sale:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$4m         
Gap Loan:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$4m 
Soft Money:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$2m

This deal relies on a studio entity partner to take out all domestic
rights, leaving all foreign unsold rights valued at $12m after pre-
sales of $4m. The soft money of $2m lowers the risk position of
the bank in relation to the bank gap loan. The producer is left with
the foreign values indicated after pre-sales and after recovery of
the gap loan. 

In reality, this would no longer be a deal under the new Hollywood
Magna Carta as studios will not make this size of an advance easily.
Further, they would cross-collateralize the studio position out of the
residual foreign after repayment of the gap loan. Given a $10m P&A
spend, the US domestic net rentals have to hit $20m break-even to
recoup the advance and P&A. 

Domestically, $20M is a lofty target before pocketing residual
foreign money. Under this deal, the producer will at best only
receive producer fees. The savvy Out Of The Box Thinker may, if
lucky, be able to structure some deal cut to protect against cross-
collateral claims by the studio. The French director, likewise, would
be better advised to take a key territory out of the collateral pool,
instead of points in the profit share. 

This deal isn’t available today, but, if it were, the advance would
likely be nearer 35% and the hole would be covered by cost savings
(5%) and more presales (10%). These pre-conditions also damage
the collateral package for gap. In the event the changes cannot be
accommodated, the bottom money equity equal to 15% must be
found. The impact of domestic collateralization over foreign rights
values for shortfall recovery purposes would substantially kill off
any profit potential. The Out Of The Box Thinker would conclude
that, even if this deal could be crafted, it is little better than staying
on the studio lot. In point of fact, it is arguably far worse without a
deal edge to reconstruct the deal economics as all risk falls on the
producer with no realistic chance of profit.

A second look requires that the deal shape be reconfigured to see
what magic the international market place can bring to the
equation. The 10% soft money in the first take effectively leaves
the deal short at the hard end of the risk curve. The deal price in
economic terms is too high to the non-studio participants due to
the risk coverage requirements of the studio money. Worse, it is
vulnerable to an abusive situation where creative accounting
claims of revenue non-recovery can be made despite the picture
doing well, which is never a smart choice.

Setting the deal in France will open up a local co-producer
investment of 10% ($2m) and pre-sales of $6m from four other areas.
This will still allow for the gap equity of $4m to be raised and
adequately covered by total deal resources of $12m in unsold foreign
(as per sales estimates). This also leaves all US domestic rights free.
The residual foreign rights values – after gap loan recovery, domestic
US values, and soft money – cover the residual film finance hole of
$8m. Now Thinking Out Of The Box magic can begin.

The deal could be structured as a Canadian-French Co-Production
shot in Montreal, providing at least $2m in soft money and leaving
$6m to be covered by US domestic and residual foreign sales value
after gap. The net delta of $6m hard equity for production comes
after the recovery of $10m P&A for US domestic theatrical & DVD
release windows. 

The risk the P&A money faces reveals that the net rentals from
domestic must hit $10m before a recovery contribution to negative
cost is made, which is half of what the studio deal required. The
value obtained after this point, with residual foreign after repayment
of gap, covers hard production equity. Still this is not a good enough
risk position. So, let’s try another spin. 

The only way to create this equity as a viable investment would be
to tax shelter it, and this could be done if a German-Canadian-
French Co-production deal could be crafted. A German fund could
cover all the risk via a tax shelter, mitigating the 30% bottom money
investment. There are problems in this kind of structure in relation
to compliance and copyright holding issues that may be terminal,
but these have to be looked at, then worked on.

The same facts apply in relation to pre-sales: gap and French co-
production partner create initial deal resources of $12m. But now, let
us contemplate a three-way triple-dip which allows us to shoot the
movie in Cannes where the story was originally set.  A French-Irish-
UK Co-Production would, if the film were completed prior to July
5 2004, allow a double-dipping Irish tax incentive combined with a
UK Sale and Lease Back for a film shot in France. 

Is this possible? Yes. How can this be? The film potentially qualifies
as Irish and UK because of the multi-lateral co-production model
which sees it as a French Film. As such, this feeds the other
jurisdictional needs for status for soft money tax incentive purposes.
The deal would see perhaps up to 15% ($3m) soft money from the
Irish Incentive and 10% ($2m) from the UK. This would leave only
a 15% deal finance hole to be covered by residual foreign after gap
and domestic US after marketing costs. The real net delta now is $3
million, and a budget reduction would do the trick. Thinking Out Of
The Box sees the budget reduced by $3m and a zero finance hole. If
a P&A investor can be added, a US domestic ‘rent a distributor deal’
can be done. The real deal break-even is now much lower.  The Out
Of The Box Thinker now walks away with some meaningful
revenue rights potentials.   

SECTION VII

APPROPRIATE APPROACH THINKING (AAT)
HOLLYWOOD MAGNA CARTA AD 2003

STUDIO-RELIANT MODEL
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THE FINAL MAGIC $20M BUDGET

Pre Sale  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$6m
Gap Loan:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$4m

Soft Money 
Irish:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$3m
UK:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$2m
French Co-P: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$2m 
US Can Do:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$3m 

This whole deal turns on only $3m or 15% of budget, which for a
film of this size is not very significant. The value of all rights left
open after prior obligations are now far more significant. 

How significant is worth one minute of contemplation and many
days of reflection as to how and why the deal numbers underscore
every philosophic point and fact presented in this article.

The old manifesto deal minimum target of $20m had to be
recouped from US Domestic to cover the P&A and the studio
advance. After the distribution fee, but before creative accounting,
the deal revenue required was highly unlikely to recapture studio
money at risk, which is not a good result for a studio or any other
participant who is left owning the illusion of a potentially valuable
film property financed by others. The studio deal would in reality,
even on better than average theatrical results, still see all of the
foreign swallowed whole by the studio machine. For deal-tethered
allegedly independent producers tied to the studio money train, the
deal would also be cross-collateralized to the financial success of all
their other film deals. Horror! These deal numbers speak loudly to
the notion that no producer should ever take a studio deal if there’s
another real alternative choice. Yet the day-to-day business of
Hollywood is built on such, now long dead, thinking that is less
than optimal for both sides of the film business equation. Under old
business manifesto thinking, the studio and the producer are both
losers. This factual reality is what will, as per our prequel
prediction, potentially destroy the economic viability of the whole
Hollywood machine in the coming business cycle post 2005. 

AAT- The New Discipline

Appropriate Approach Thinking sees that bottom money makes
the whole hypothetical deal happen at $3m or less. The net equity

in the entire deal is small, but, unlike past economic models, this
money gets recouped after recovery of only $10m net rentals –
enough to get back P&A. With reduced collective domestic
distribution fees as well as residual foreign being covered many
times by the estimates of these sales values, this is a much better
deal for everyone. The trend toward self and/or shared distribution
in the face of a non-viable US domestic market is accelerating the
deployment of such deal models. The deal risk position for all in
the deal chain is way different than under a traditional model. The
lack of cross-collateral obligations, due to the P&A money deal
being confined to the waterfall of US rights only, is a major deal
win for the producer.  The fact that the US release will feed
through all the residual foreign rights values is an even bigger plus.
A $2M-$3M bottom money production investment will fund this
picture. Yet this bottom equity is in real terms covered three or
more times by residual foreign values, let alone any recovery after
P&A on domestic values that now have a much greater probability
of happening.             

The risk averse would cut the risk further by way of deferments
and/or budget reductions. The actual numbers in practice are not
important other than serving as examples of what maybe possible.
Thinking Out Of The Box, however, is critical. The food chain
would actually see the French partner compensated out of France
and/or on some other basis. The net deal delta inclusive of the
French partner could be structured so that the deal participants
would be covered first, rather than pari pasu with the US
producers.  The deal, post the 2005 demise of S48 in the UK,
would be a candidate for a UK P&A fund, plus potentially qualify
under the yet to be defined 20% incentive. 

Another take could be an Irish-French-Third Nation Co-
Production, which would see the UK Sale and Lease Back
replaced by new money from another co-production tax shelter
combination. Under this deal model, the new money would fill
the place of the UK money plus cover the entire deal whole. This
would see a total deal financed on OPM with meaningful
revenue potentials in the residual rights created for the
independent producer. This outcome is in stark contrast to the
ineffectual deal structures of the past that create highly stripped
deal economics and leave nothing on the table for all the risk and
effort involved.

THE INDEPENDENT MAGNA CARTA
SECTION VIII  —  CONCLUSION

APPROPRIATE APPROACH THINKING (AAT)
WHEN THE INDEPENDENT MAGNACARTA AD 2004 IS APPLIED

Our live example is in fact real. The last take was based on the deal
template as it was structured for the real life film The Good Thief
starring Nick Nolte. The plot, end credits, actor designation, crew
composition, and designation of production status are in real life
exactly as stated. The real life deal may actually have cost far less
and been far smarter than even we think it was. The smart and the
clever in the business still make money.

The models used are only examples. Each deal in the real world in
terms of commercial viability and the ability to qualify for
incentives must sink or swim on its own merits. As always, to the
experienced in the business, the independent Magna Carta is
already known.  For the many newcomers at whatever age or
discipline, hopefully, the examples presented illustrate the trends in
play and how to Think Out Of The Box.

WE DON’T PRETEND TO KNOW THE ANSWERS BUT...
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